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JSU supporters plan July 1 press conference

By Shanderia K. Posey
Editor
The Ministerial Alliance, a
faith-based group in Jackson,
will hold a press conference at 2
p.m. July 1, to show its support
for Jackson State University in
light of scrutiny the JSU Development Foundation has recently
received regarding results of

a report from
2014.
The press conference will be
held at New Dimensions InterHodge
national Fellowship of Ministries, located at 110
Alta Woods Blvd. in Jackson.
Of the $25.7 million the foun-

dation had in 2014, it was determined some expenses were
undocumented and some employees made personal purchases using credit cards issued to
the foundation. The foundation
was reimbursed for all unauthorized purchases made by a few
employees, and it also discontinued use of credit cards in 2014.

In addition, David Hoard,
former vice president of Institutional Advancement, was terminated. He had made about
$24,000 in unauthorized purchases and returned the funds to
the foundation in August 2014.
“We just want to let people
know the truth,” said Sandra
Hodge, interim vice president

March Against Fear
events inspire, educate

of Institutional Advancement at
Jackson State. “We want to take
our message to our constituents
who love and care about our
university. Our students are our
first priority, and we don’t want
anyone to think that whatever
people give to us and trust us
with to support the students have
been misrepresented.”

Panelists for the program at Tougaloo College were Charles McLaurin (from
left), Annie Pearl Avery, Dorie Ladner and Dr. Robert Smith. PHOTO BY SHANDERIA K. POSEY

unveiled for the Madison County
Movement. The marker notes
the work of CORE activists David Dennis, Matheo Suarez and
George Raymond, who opened an
office in 1963 to register black voters. Other activists such as Annie
Devine, C.O. Chinn Sr. and Anne
Moody later joined their efforts

staging a boycott and creating
Freedom Schools.
On June 25, a program at Tougaloo College’s Woodworth Chapel, brought together several individuals who took part in the 1966
march. Pamela Junior, manager of
the Smith Robertson Museum and
Cultural Center, moderated the
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Student’s recipe
wins her trip
to White House

James Meredith walks in the Walk For Good and Right from the Smith Robertson Museum and Cultural Center to the state Capitol, June 26, in
Jackson. PHOTO BY SHANDERIA K. POSEY
By Shanderia K. Posey
Editor
Area events commemorating
the 1966 March Against Fear last
week served as tools of inspiration
and education for the hundreds
who attended.
The activities celebrated James
Meredith, the first African American to enroll at the University of
Mississippi in 1962, for starting
his solo Walk Against Fear from
Memphis, Tenn., to Jackson June
5, 1966 to protest white supremacy and to get blacks registered to
vote. He was shot the second day
of his walk and from there, national and local civil rights activists
joined together to continue his efforts with the March Against Fear.
The celebrations kicked off in
Canton June 23, when a Mississippi Freedom Trail marker was

The JSU Development Foundation is separate from the university and has its own board
of directors. Its mission is to
inspire donors to invest in Jackson State University’s power to
transform lives and to better the
state, nation and world.

program.
“Thank you for coming home
for this celebration, and you honor
Tougaloo College every time you
stand on this historic ground,” said
Tougaloo College President Beverly Hogan.
Charles McLaurin, Annie Pearl
Avery, Dorie Ladner and Dr. Robert Smith were the panelists. Each
panelist shared how they became
involved in the march or in the
Civil Rights Movement.
Avery of Birmingham, Ala., was
the only panelist who didn’t actually participate in the March Against
Fear. She did, however, participate
in several marches throughout
the South during the Movement.
In one of her first attempts to get
involved in sit-ins and join Free-

The Mississippi Link Newswire
WASHINGTON, D.C.
– Aniya Madkin’s recipe
for Kickin’ Cauliflower
Shrimp and Grits has won
her a trip to attend a Kids
State Dinner at the White
House July 14.
The 10 year old from
Clinton submitted the recipe in a nationwide recipe
challenge for kids that promotes cooking and healthy
eating as part of the First
Lady Michelle Obama’s
Let’s Move! initiative.
“I was inspired to
make Kickin’ Cauliflower
Shrimp and Grits, because
a lot of the people in Mississippi love shrimp and
grits,” says Aniya. “Sadly,
some of my fellow Mis- Madkin
sissippians add pounds
of butter and salt to their
shrimp and grits. So this
is my version of healthy
shrimp and grits, dedicated
to the state of Mississippi.”
Obama, PBS flagship
station WGBH Boston, the
U.S. Department of Education and the U.S. Department of Agriculture announced
the winners of the Healthy Lunchtime Challenge June 8.
Winners representing all U.S. states, five territories and
the District of Columbia will attend a Kids’ State Dinner at
the White House hosted by Obama. The 56 aspiring young
chefs and a parent or guardian will join the First Lady for a
healthy lunch, featuring a selection of the winning recipes,
followed by a visit to the White House Kitchen Garden.
“For the last five years, kids across the country have
cooked up nutritious and delicious dishes as part of the
Healthy Lunchtime Challenge, and each year, I continue to be impressed by their talent and creativity,” said
Obama. “Kids are truly embracing and enjoying healthy
eating and preparing healthy meals for their families, and
I look forward to meeting this year’s winners here at the
White House for the Kids’ State Dinner and trying some
of their tasty creations.”
This is the fifth year of the Healthy Lunchtime Challenge and Kids’ State Dinner in which 8 to 12-year-olds
across the nation were invited to create a healthy, afford-
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AMR paramedics urge safety with fireworks on Fourth

Inside

The Mississippi Link Newswire
July 4 fireworks can be fun and
beautiful, but they are always dangerous. Fireworks are explosives,
not toys. Fireworks send thousands
of people to the hospital each year
and cause millions of dollars in fire
losses.
Paramedics at American Medical
Response urge caution with fireworks to prevent disfiguring burns,

JPS honors
custodial staff at
annual luncheon
Page 7

loss of eyes and fingers and to avoid
property fires. The safest way to enjoy fireworks is to attend a professionally-run show.
To drive home the danger of fireworks injuries, AMR paramedics
recently used firecrackers bought locally to blow up ripe tomatoes.
Jim Pollard, AMR spokesman,
held up a juicy whole tomato and
said, “This is your eye,” then put it

UMMC clinic
provides swift
relief for sickle
cell patients
Page 9

down and lit a firecracker close to it.
The firecracker exploded, ripping the
tomato apart. Pollard then pointed to
the destroyed tomato and said, “This
is your eye on fireworks.”
Penalties for using fireworks:
Many Mississippi communities have
restrictions and penalties on the sale
and use of fireworks. The National
Fireworks Safety Council warns that
certain fireworks are illegal in all 50

The Mississippi
Link welcomes
BMS family
to state

states. Those include M-80’s, Silver
Salutes and Cherry Bombs.
Further, if your fireworks injure or
kill someone or start a fire, you could
be sued for hundreds of thousands
(even millions) of dollars.
Injuries: The United States Fire
Administration says more than
11,000 people are injured from fire-
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Sparklers get as hot as 2,000 degrees – as hot as a
blow torch.
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Alpha Kappa Alpha members support
Alzheimer’s Association, caregivers

The Mississippi Link Newswire

The ladies of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., Rho Lambda
Omega chapter kicked off the
summer by hosting service activities to support the Alzheimer’s
Association and Alzheimer’s
family caregivers. The Longest
Day was held June 18, at the
Jackson Medical Mall.
The day kicked off with a West
African Dance Class. African
Dance for Alzheimer’s Awareness was led by Lisa Roberts and
featured Hasan Drums, LLC.
Seventeen people participated in
the 45-minute class which began
at 9 a.m. According to a Yeshiva
University study, dance is the
only physical activity that reduces the risk of dementia.
The class was followed by an
information/education session attended by 86 people, including 20
caregivers. Information included

Alpha Kappa Alpha members Shelia Wilkerson, Carol Wilson
and Dionna Mitchell welcome participants to The Longest Day.
financial planning, research and
caregiver communication skills.
Rho Lambda Omega teamed up
with the Alzheimer’s AssociationMississippi Chapter, Alzheimer’s
Mississippi, the Division of Medicaid and the University of Mississippi Medical Center MIND
(Memory Impairment and Neurodegenerative Dementia) Center

High Noon Toastmasters
recognizes Butler
Toastmaster Suman Das (left)
recognizes Toastmaster Angela
Butler for her service and commitment to High Noon Toastmasters. Butler has been a member
for more than 11 years and is
dedicated to helping incoming
Toastmaster members.
High Noon Toastmasters meets
every Monday at Eudora Welty
Library from noon to 1 p.m.
For more information, contact
Monica Lewis at (601) 259-9712.

Lisa Roberts led 17 participants in a
spirited West African Dance class.

to provide a comprehensive educational program. The UMMC
MIND Center is a major research
and clinical care initiative of the
University Of Mississippi Medical Center aimed at understanding the causes and finding effective treatments for Alzheimer’s
disease. It is recognized throughout the country for its innovative
research and leading-edge healthcare.
Longest Day attendees relished
in the MIND Center presentation
from Dr. Netrail Patel. “I really
enjoyed Dr. Patel,” said Paquita
McCray. Her presentation was
so thorough. You normally have
to book an appointment for that
style of information and counseling session. She did not shy
away from the truth and did not
rush through her responses to our
questions.”
The Alzheimer’s Association
says caregivers typically spend
$5,000 extra, per year, to help
care for their loved ones and often
times they make major sacrifices
in the process. “We wanted to provide some support to those caring
for Alzheimer’s patients,” said

Participants listen as speakers discuss Alzheimer’s disease.

Dr. Netrali Patel, University of
Mississippi MIND Center speaks
about Alzheimer’s disease signs,
symptoms and research.

Alzheimer’s Association volunteers Mary Kim Smith and Mike Quayle
distribute information to Longest Day attendees.

Jennie Hall, health promotions
co-chairman. “Each caregiver received a gift bag with relaxation
items, free chair massage, Alzheimer’s resource materials and
a purple sash.” The chapter also
provided purple goodie bags to
the seniors at the Tougaloo College Active Life program.
There are more than three million new cases of Alzheimer’s
Disease per year.
“African Americans are twice

as likely to develop Alzheimer’s
and other dementias, however
they are less likely to be diagnosed, or diagnosed at a much
later stage. We want to raise
awareness and help those with Alzheimer’s,” said Sharon Bridges,
Esq, Rho Lambda Omega chapter
president.
“The best way to help patients
is to help those who care for them.
On The Longest Day, we did just
that.”

The Longest Day was a collaborative effort between: Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc., Rho
Lambda Omega Chapter, Ebony
Pearls Foundation, Inc., Tougaloo College Owens Health and
Wellness Center, the Alzheimer’s
Association-Mississippi Chapter
and Jackson Medical Mall Foundation.
For more information on Rho
Lambda Omega, visit www.
rloaka.org.
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Honored 1966 marchers who attended the program at Tougaloo College were (front row, from left) Harriet
Tanzman, Joan Trumpauer Mulholland, Annie Pearl Avery, Dorothy Benford; (second row) Bobby Talbert,
Marilyn Loewen, Charles McLaurin, unidentified, Flonzie Brown Wright, Beverly Wade Hogan, president
of Tougaloo College; Hollis Watkins, Robert Smith, Roslyn McCoy, MacArthur Cotton; (third row) Wendell
Paris, unidentified, Dick Johnson and Pam Confer, of Nissan. PHOTO BY SHANDERIA K. POSEY

James Meredith (center) attended the unveiling of the Madison County Movement marker in Canton June
23 along with many other supporters. PHOTO BY AL WHITE
dom Riders, she purchased a
bus ticket and packed a knife to
defend herself in case things got
violent.
Wilson Brown, who worked
with the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee had
to explain to her the concept
of nonviolence – that if someone hits you, you can’t hit them
back. Upon learning this, Avery told him, “I don’t think I’m
gonna do that.”
Sometime later she attended
a SNCC meeting to learn about
the movement. “Everything
was history after that,” she said.
She explained to the audience
how she was stuck in New York
at the time of the March Against
Fear and was unsuccessful in
getting to Mississippi. Nevertheless, “I thought it was one
of the greatest things that ever
happened.”
During the movement, she
worked in Clarksdale and Yazoo City. Back then she thought,
“I don’t see how people stay
alive in Mississippi. But a lot
of people don’t understand that
if it wasn’t for a Birmingham,
Ala., (and) Mississippi Summer
Project we would not have had
a Selma march.”
“The real opportunity for me
(to get involved in activism)
was when Mr. Meredith started
this march,” said Smith, who
also shared going into the Delta
and hearing stories of struggle
from sharecroppers who lacked
medical care.
“We were foot soldiers of the
movement so to speak,” said
Ladner, who explained how
they were tasked with organizing people and events. She also
worked with Fannie Lou Hamer, who had been kicked off the
plantation she worked on in
Sunflower County because of
attempting to register to vote.
“I can’t say that we were not
afraid, but this thing called fear
did not invade our space (and)
our spirits,” Ladner said. “We
had a mission to do.”
Ladner also described being
stopped by police at night unaware that sundown laws forbade blacks from being out after
midnight.
McLaurin reminisced about

attending Smith Robertson
School when he was boy and
becoming a SNCC organizer
during the movement. He also
worked with civil rights icons
Medgar Evers, Stokely Carmichael Bob Moses.
McLaurin shared the details
of Carmichael’s arrest in Greenwood as organizers were planning to lead marchers through
the area. Carmichael had received permission from black
leaders to allow the marchers
to assemble and set up tents
on the campus of Stone Street
Elementary school – a school
for blacks. However, the white
leaders in town would not permit the tents to be erected. With
nowhere for the marchers to
rest, eventually the SNCC organizers chose Broad Street Park
as a alternative site. Then the organizers went to get Carmichael
out of jail.
“He was fired up,” McLaurin
said. “He said, ‘the black leadership in this town gave me permission to erect the tents. The
white power in this town told us
we could not … we need some
black power!’”
McLaurin said the park was
overflowing with marchers. In
his mind the only way the police would be able to remove
the marchers would be to kill all
of them, but instead the police
just encircled the park.
Later on, Carmichael stood
on the back of a truck, yelling,”
We need some Black Power!”
The crowds chanted along with
him. “The media took this and
defined it for us,” McLaurin
said. “And they did it in such
a way to not only scare white
folks, but it scared a lot of our
folks, too.”
During a Q & A session later
in the program, panelists responded to questions from the
audience.
All of the panelists and other
1966 marchers in attendance
received medals from Tougaloo
College for their bravery. Others marchers included Flonzie
Brown Wright, Joan Mulholland, Rev. Wendell Paris and
Hollis Watkins.
On June 26, activities began
at the Smith Robertson Muse-

um where attendees heard from
Meredith and walked through
the “James Meredith: Am I Or
Am I Not a Citizen” exhibition.
Meredith also sold some of his
writings while at the museum.
Afterward, about 200 or so
people marched in the Walk
For Good and Right from the
museum to the state Capitol as
African drums were played. On
the Capitol steps, Watkins led
the crowd in Freedom Songs.
Speakers included Wright, Sen.
Hillman T. Frazier, who presented Meredith with a resolution; Michael Harris of the
James Meredith Institute for
Citizenship and Responsible
Action, and James Meredith.
“Fifty years ago, I stood on
these same steps bringing greetings to those thousands and
thousands of marchers who assembled for our cause,” said
Wright, who noted the absence
of black legislators. “Now, I
don’t know how many elected
officials are out there today. I
don’t know how many, I don’t
see any. And I’m going to send a
message – you ought to be here.
You ought to be here because
you stand on our shoulders.”
At the end of the ceremony,
Meredith shared how he promised God three things: “No. 1,
I wasn’t going to lie no more.
No. 2, I wasn’t going to judge
no more … and No. 3, for all the
rest of my life, I’m going to tell
only the truth.”
Several organizations sponsored the March Against Fear.
Nissan was the corporate sponsor.
“Nissan is proud to have
commemorated the 50th Anniversary of James Meredith’s
“March Against Fear” with
Tougaloo College, the Veterans
of the Mississippi Civil Rights
Movement and Smith Robertson Museum. We are honored
to have supported the dialogue,
the recognition of the marchers and the overall historical
spirit of the events,” said Pam
Confer, director of Community
and Public Relations for Nissan
Canton.
Shanderia K. Posey can be
reached at sposey@mississippilink.com.

The foundation’s board also
reevaluated and updated its bylaws and procedures following
the report. Now there are dual
controls in place to review documentation before individuals
are reimbursed.
“Our foundation is no different than any other university,”
Hodge said. “And there has not
been any other incidents (since
the report). All the dollars have
been recovered, and I think that
says a lot for the university.”
Individuals have continued
to come forward showing their
support for JSU since the report including the Rev. Thomas
Jenkins, pastor of New Dimensions where the press conference will be held. Jenkins is

also a leader in the Ministerial
Alliance. In a recent open letter to the community Jenkins
wrote, “We need to change
the conversation to one that
highlights the contributions of
Jackson State University and
acknowledges its legacy of offering educational opportunities since 1877.”
Congressman
Bennie
Thompson has always been a
strong supporter of JSU. An
office spokesperson, Stephanie Booker said, “His stance
remains the same … a big supporter of JSU.”
Shanderia K. Posey can be
reached at sposey@mississippilink.com.

works each year in the US. The
Consumer Product Safety Commission says nearly half of those
injured by fireworks are under
the age of 15. While fingers and
hands are most often injured, the
American Academy of Ophthalmology estimates fireworks annually cause nearly 2,000 eye
injuries with permanent eye
damage.
Bottle rockets are highly dangerous to the eyes, as they are
essentially unguided missiles
flying as fast as 200 miles per
hour.
Fireworks can also cause
permanent hearing loss, second and third degree burns and
amputations. These injuries
are extremely painful and can
be emotionally and physically
debilitating. For every serious
injury from fireworks, there are
hundreds if not thousands of
lesser injuries. Even the lesser
injuries hurt badly and are extremely frightening.
Fireworks start home and
business fires: USFA reports,
each year, bottle rockets and other aerial fireworks cause more
than 6,000 fires.
Fireworks safety tips: If you
take the risk of using fireworks
yourself, AMR gives this advice:
▪ Never allow young children
to play with or ignite fireworks.
Even older children must have
adult supervision.
▪ Remember: Fireworks entice children to use matches or
lighters. Teach children that

who will treat the victim and
safely transport him or her to a
hospital.
▪ In case of burn injuries, cover with a dry dressing and call
9-1-1 for paramedic care.
Tips specific to sparklers:
Sparklers are among the most
common fireworks at private
celebrations. Adults often let
small children hold sparklers because sparklers seem harmless.
But sparklers are dangerous.
Sparklers get as hot as 2,000 degrees – as hot as a blow torch.
They can cause serious burns
long after burning out.
To avoid injuries from sparklers:
The safe way to enjoy sparklers is to plant them in the
ground away from dry grass and
then have an adult light them.
Do not hold more than one sparkler at a time. Always stand
when playing with sparklers and
do not run while holding them.
If two or more people are
holding sparklers, they should
be at least six feet from each
other when their arms are outstretched.
Hold sparklers at arm’s
length, away from the body. Do
not hand a lit sparkler to anyone.
Wear shoes with closed toes.
Adults and older children should
never carry a child who is holding a sparkler.
Do not try to relight a burntout sparkler.
Douse every burnt-out sparkler in a pail of water.

year, Blue Apron feature one of
the winning recipes on its Family Plan menu for delivery the
week of July 11 as part of its efforts to get the whole family into
the kitchen preparing healthy
meals.
In addition, at the Kids’ State
Dinner, winners will have the
opportunity to learn from celebrity chef and talk-show host
Rachael Ray, whose Yum-o! organization has joined to support
this year’s Healthy Lunchtime
Challenge.
“These extraordinary recipes
remind us how much we all can
learn from young people when
we give them an opportunity to
be inventive,” said Brigid Sullivan, WGBH executive.
“We are thrilled to see kids
across the country connecting
with local and regional foods by
highlighting locally grown ingredients in their recipes,” said
U.S. Agriculture Secretary Tom
Vilsack. “That’s what MyPlate,
MyState is all about – celebrating healthy eating with foods
grown in states, territories and
communities across the country.
Increasing awareness and appreciation for local and regional

agriculture not only helps America’s farmers, ranchers, and
producers, but also strengthens
local economies and brings
communities together while ensuring improved nutrition for
our children in schools across
America.”
“Healthy students are better
learners and better positioned
to thrive in school and later in
life,” said U.S. Secretary of Education John B. King Jr. “Every
child in this country needs and
deserves access to a genuinely
well-rounded education that engages and intrigues them, and
allows them to discover their interests in the arts, science, world
languages and so much else.
Physical education and health
are an important part of that
education as well as hands-on
learning. The Healthy Lunchtime Challenge inspires children
to use their creativity and passion to learn about healthy food
choices and to make nutritious,
affordable meals that are appealing to kids.”
The full list of winners and
recipes can be found online at
http://pbs.org/lunchtimechallenge.

Recipe
Continued from page 1

able, original and delicious
lunch recipe.
Entrants were encouraged
to reference ChooseMyPlate.
gov to ensure recipes met the
USDA’s recommended nutrition
guidance by representing each
of the food groups, either in one
dish or as parts of a lunch meal,
including fruits, vegetables,
whole grains, lean protein and
low-fat dairy.
In addition, in celebration of
the MyPlate, MyState initiative, this year’s challenge put a
spotlight on homegrown pride
across the country and encouraged entries to include local ingredients grown in the entrant’s
state, territory, or community.
The Healthy Lunchtime Challenge received over 1,200 entries featuring wholesome, tasty
ingredients. To make the challenge possible for kids and their
families across America, support is being provided to WGBH
by Newman’s Own Foundation.
Each winner and a parent or
guardian will be flown to Washington, D.C. courtesy of United
Airlines. Accommodations in
Washington are provided by the
Westin Georgetown. New this
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Lessie Parrott Branson
November 10, 1916 - June 14, 2016

JSU
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As a result of the report,
stronger policies and procedures were put in place for the
foundation.
“Most of the questionable
costs had to do with just missing receipts and documentation,” said Hodge. As a result,
a stronger records retention
report is now required to be reimbursed.
Also, a policy related to
travel reimbursement has been
established.
“You have to get travel approved in advance (all on the
foundation side),” Hodge said.
In the past, some people may
have traveled and were reimbursed for personal money they
spent.

matches and lighters are dangerous tools, not toys.
▪ Follow the instructions on
the fireworks packaging.
▪ Never shoot fireworks after
drinking alcohol.
▪ Never set off fireworks in
bottles, cans or other objects.
▪ Never point or throw fireworks at another person.
▪ Never shoot devices near
buildings, over roofs or near
power lines.
▪ Never try to re-light or fix
fireworks that have not gone off.
Wait 15 to 20 minutes before approaching a “dud” and then soak
it with water.
▪ Always keep a safe distance
from fireworks staging areas.
▪ Protect your eyes by wearing safety glasses or safety goggles. Prescription eyeglasses,
sunglasses or contact lenses provide little or no protection from
fireworks.
▪ Soak fireworks devices with
water after they appear to have
burned out.
▪ Never use homemade fireworks.
▪ Never extend any part of the
body over lit fireworks.
▪ Keep a bucket of water or
a garden hose and a first aid kit
nearby.
▪ Always follow local fireworks ordinances and related
directives from police and fire
personnel.
▪ In case of eye injuries do not
touch, rub or press the injured
eye. Call 9-1-1 for paramedics

Branson
Lessie Parrott Branson was
born in Canton (Madison
County), Miss. on November
10, 1916. She was the first
child born to Gus and Tommie Parrott. Her parents and
younger sister Alice Pollard
preceded her in death.
At an early age she accepted
Christ and joined Crossroads
Church of God in Farmhaven,

Miss. where she was an active
member.
She was united in holy matrimony to Orie Branson in
1937. To this union three children were born. Lessie was a
faithful and loving wife for
over sixty years. Orie preceded
her in death.
Lessie received her formal
education in the public schools
of Madison County. She received her undergraduate college degree from Tougaloo
College in Tougaloo, Mississippi. She received her graduate degree from Alabama A &
M University in Huntsvilles,
Ala.
She spent thirty four years
of employment with the Canton Public School System as
a teacher and librarian before
her retirement.

She loved gardening, shopping, traveling, her home and
her family.
She also devoted many years
as a caregiver to her mother
until she passed away at the
age of 100.
Lessie peacefully transitioned on June 14, 2016 at
Traditions Nursing Home in
Lithonia, Ga., where she has
resided since 2008.
She leaves to cherish her
memory, her children, Everett
(Julia) Branson of Chicago,
Ill.; Roger Branson of Kankakee, Ill.; Yvonne Sampson of
Decatur, Ga.; One sister, Ora
Douglass of Seattle, Wash.,
and one brother Wade (Juanita)
Parrott of Canton, Miss.; a host
of grandchildren, great grandchildren, other relatives and
friends.
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March Against Fear celebrated in area
PHOTOS BY SHANDERIA K. POSEY AND JAY JOHNSON

The 1966 March Against Fear was commemorated in Canton, Tougaloo College, the
Smith Robertson Museum and Cultural Center and at the state Capitol last week. Nissan
in Canton was the corporate sponsor of all of
the events.
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GED graduates credit persistence,
career goals after ceremony at Hinds CC
The Mississippi Link Newswire
I’Esha Granderson, of Jackson, has
rung up many an order since leaving high
school without a diploma, mainly pastries
and fill-ups at gas stations.
But the Jackson mother of two decided
it was time to try for a career instead of
settling for low-paying jobs.
“I’ve been out of high school eight
years working at lot of dead-end jobs,”
Granderson said. “I’m 25 with two children, so I felt it was time to move forward
with my life.”
Granderson was among 37 people of
varying ages and stations in life recognized during a ceremony June 23 at CainCochran Hall on the Raymond Campus
for achieving their General Education
Development high school equivalency
certificate this academic term.
She sees herself being in charge of the
products once she continues and completes her education – and honor her deceased grandmother along the way.
“Culinary arts and business management,” she said. “I want to own a business
and work for myself. That way, I’ll know

I’Esha Granderson accepts her high
school diploma at Hinds.

Susan Brown, 60, of Edwards, was the
eldest student to walk across the stage
and receive her diploma.

the quality of food I’m serving other people.”
“My grandmother, Monevia, opened
her restaurant in Tchula in 1991, the year
I was born. Everyone there knew her as
Nancy, or Nan. It was called Nancy’s
Kitchen. She ran it herself until she passed
away in 2011. I know she’s smiling down
on me.”
She was among 11 participants in the
MI-BEST program at Hinds who received
a GED during the ceremony. MI-BEST
is Mississippi’s version of the nationally

recognized Integrating Basic Education
and Skills Training program, or I-BEST.
It allows adult students to train for a job
skill while earning their GED high school
equivalency certificate at the same time.
Susan Brown, 60, of Edwards, an employee of Hinds in admissions, was the
eldest student to walk across the stage
and receive her diploma. Hinds President
Clyde Muse handed it to her personally.
“One of the people who had really tried
to inspire me to go back to school was actually Vashti Muse,” Brown said, referring

to Muse’s wife, who died in 2010. “But
I kept putting it off. But, last year, I dug
in and said, ‘All I can do is fail, right?’ I
just want people to know it doesn’t matter
how old you are, you can get a degree.”
Rachel DeVaughan, an Adult Basic Education program specialist for the Mississippi Community College Board, spoke
to this year’s recipients with a message
of not giving up despite background and
circumstances.
DeVaughan, a mother of two, had received a GED by the age of 19 after dropping out of high school. She returned to
school at age 28 to pursue her dream of
being a teacher, a journey that culminated
in 2014 with her earning a doctorate in
education.
In between, she rose through the ranks
of McDonald’s, where she had first started
work at 16, working in management and
supervisory roles in the worldwide fast
food chain’s restaurants in the U.S. and
in England. Since 2005, she has been a
middle school teacher, a curriculum specialist and an assistant dean of instruction
at Mississippi Gulf Coast Community

College.
“I knew I wanted more out of my life
for my children,” DeVaughan said. “I realized the only way I was ever going to
get ahead was to get more education.
“Some of you might not feel very confident as a student, and that’s OK,” she said.
“Confidence is a feeling. Courage, on the
other hand, is a choice. And you were courageous in your choice to come to Hinds
Community College and work toward
completing your high school equivalency
diploma.”
Fifteen of the 37 recipients present,
including Granderson, were honor students, awarded scholarship funds, or both.
Granderson received a $500 cash award
from the Education Pays Program.
The program began in 2009 as a partnership between Hinds and the Craig H.
Neilsen Foundation to make funds available for all Hinds CC Warren GED recipients over the age of 21. Scholarship funds
were also made available to this year’s
GED recipients by Central Mississippi
Planning and Development District and
the Adult Education Advisory Council.

Canton Gospel
Fest Homecoming
slated for July 4

Agee

Mississippi Link Newswire
The “Big Stage” returns to the Historic Canton Square for the annual “Canton Gospel Fest
Homecoming” set for 6 p.m. July 4. This event
is hosted by the Black Heritage Committee,
which celebrates 22 years as an organization.
The Black Heritage Committee is an affiliate
of the Canton Convention and Visitors Bureau
and Film Office. This homecoming concert is
free and expected to attract thousands from
around the state and abroad.
Headlining this year’s Gospel Fest Homecoming is singer, songwriter, producer and
award winning Evelyn Turpentine Agee, the
“Queen of Quartet” of Detroit, Mich. She is
an American gospel musician and artist. She
started her music career in 1992 with the release of In God’s Own Time by A & M Records, which hit the Bilboard Top Gospel Albums Sales chart.
She has released eight albums since her first
release, including God Did It in 2000, It’s
Already Done in 2003, Go Through in 2005,
There Gonna Be A Meeting in 2010 and Born
to Worship in 2013 on several labels. Her latest album “One More Day,” was released in
2015.
This year’s impressive line-up includes Calvin April and the Pilgrim Wonders, The St.
James M.B. Church Choir, Cynthia Allen and
Edd Hightower.
The Canton Gospel Fest Homecoming is an
event designed to celebrate the music and culture of Canton and to showcase the talent that
has come out of the Canton area.
Canton’s own gospel sweetheart, Cynthia
Goodloe Palmer, is producer of the event.
“Bring the entire family along with all out-oftown guests. I am so excited to produce this
year’s Gospel Fest Homecoming for the fifth
year for my hometown of Canton. Bringing
back the big stage and working with the Black
Heritage Committee and the Canton Convention Visitors Bureau and Film Office staff will
ensure that all in attendance will be able to get
their praise on,” said Palmer.
Sponsors include the Canton Convention
Visitors Bureau and Film Office and the city
of Canton. Bring a lawn chair.
For more information, contact the Canton
Convention Visitors Bureau & Film Office at
1-800-844-3369 or visit the website, www.
CantonTourism.com.
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JPS honors custodial staff at annual luncheon
Mississippi Link Newswire
The Custodial In-Service
and Awards Luncheon is a
yearly event held in June to
recognize the excellent work
of Jackson Public Schools Facilities employees.
The guest speaker was the
Rev. Trollars Moore, pastor
of Jackson Street Missionary
Baptist Church and director
of Retention and Compliance
for College of Liberal Arts at
Jackson State University.
“It’s the small moments
when you are in charge that
matter,” said Moore. “Work
ethic isn’t when your boss
tells you they need something
done. It’s not when you have
a due date to get something
done. It’s about doing the
work when no one is watching.”
Zone foremen Ella Pepper, Tracey Edwards, Sandra
Irvin and James Brown presented awards to the honorees. Awards were presented
for Years of Service. A special award was presented to
Earnest Tyler for 45 years of
service.
Superintendent
Cedrick
Gray congratulated and commended these employees on
another successful school
year via video presentation.

Zone foreman Sandra Irvin (left) presented an award to Earnest Tyler
recognizing his 45 years of service.

Employees with 5, 10, 25, and 45 years of service were honored.

Employees with 10, 20, and 25 years of service to JPS.

NEWS BRIEFS

Mississippi Democratic Party elects
new officers; Moak is new chair
Following the first meeting of the new State Executive Committee,
Mississippi Democratic Party spokesperson, Ouida Meruvia, issued
the following statement:
“We’re excited to announce the Mississippi Democratic Party’s
newly elected officers for 2016-2020. These party leaders have demonstrated true dedication to our party, and we look forward to a new
chapter of growth and strength under their leadership.”
New officers are Bobby Moak, chair; Rae Shawn Davis, vice chair;
Earle Banks, executive vice chair; Ryan Brown, treasurer; Rubye
Funchess, secretary; and Jamie Franks, parliamentarian.

Highway Patrol reminds motorists
texting fine increases to $100 July 1
The Mississippi Highway Patrol will begin the 2016 Fourth of July
Holiday Enforcement Period at 6 p.m. July 1 and conclude at midnight
July 4.
With the anticipation of heavy traffic flow throughout the state, all
available troopers will be assigned saturation patrols in an effort to
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maximize visibility and reduce traffic crashes. Motorists should be
aware of the fine increase concerning texting while driving in Mississippi which also goes into effect July 1. The fine will increase from $25
to $100 and will be strictly enforced to combat distracted driving.
Safety checkpoints will be established during the period to remove
impaired drivers from the roadways and promote seatbelt usage. In
2015, MHP investigated 138 crashes with two fatalities and made 125
DUI arrests on state and federal highway systems throughout the holiday period. MHP is asking motorists to join with them in making the
roadways safer in Mississippi and to help allow families to have a joyous holiday weekend.

City’s anti-littering campaign – ‘Talk
Trash, Don’t Throw It’ – launched
The city of Jackson’s Department of Public Works’ Solid Waste Division has launched a new anti-littering campaign, “Talk Trash, Don’t
Throw It.” The campaign consists of billboards, public service announcements and a website with information about recycling and other
programs the city offers to help keep spaces clear of debris and trash.
City crews collect 18,000 tons of discarded litter from roadways,
right-of-ways and vacant lots annually. Littering is more than an eyesore; it can impact the natural environment.
“We all have a stake in the city of Jackson and we should all do our
part to keep this city clean and free of debris,” Yarber said. “This cam-
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paign has a strong enforcement component. We want to make people
think twice before tossing litter on the ground.”
Jackson operates a litter control program with three full-time crews
removing debris to maintain right-of-ways Monday through Friday. To
report litter on Jackson roadways, call (601) 960-1111 or (601) 9600000.

Learn about nuisance alligators,
hunting opportunities at program
Ricky Flynt, wildlife biologist and alligator program coordinator for
the Mississippi Department of Wildlife, Fisheries and Parks, will present a program about alligators at the Visitor Education Center at 2 p.m.
July 16.
Flynt will discuss the biology and population status of alligators.
Participants will also learn about the nuisance alligator program and
hunting opportunities in Mississippi.
The program is free with the price of admission. Admission is $2.50
for adults ages 18-59, and $2 for youth ages 3-17 and adults older
than 60. For additional information, call the VEC at (662) 563-8068.
The VEC is part of the Mississippi Department of Wildlife, Fisheries,
and Parks’ North Mississippi Fish Hatchery and is located at Exit 233
east off I-55.
For more information regarding fishing in Mississippi, visit www.mdwfp.com or call (601) 432-2212.
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Mississippi Highway Patrol Director
Gillard is building a better future
Mississippi Link Newswire
With each generation, there’s
an opportunity to build on the
previous generation’s advancements, said Alcorn State University alumnus and assistant
commissioner of Public Safety/
director of Mississippi Highway Patrol Colonel Chris Gillard ’93.
For Gillard, working in law
enforcement wasn’t a career
choice; it was a calling. In fact,
he was looking forward to joining the ranks of the FBI or the
Secret Service after being one
of two graduates of Alcorn’s
new criminal justice program.
And then, the federal government implemented a hiring
freeze.
“I was at a crossroads and
didn’t know what my next
move would be,” Gillard said.
‘What are you going to do after
graduation?’ questioned Edna
Green, his criminal justice instructor.
“She told me that the Mississippi Highway Patrol was
hiring and encouraged me to
apply,” Gillard said, acknowledging, he did submit an application. “Ms. Green believed in

Gillard
and inspired me. I did not want
to let her down.”
Gillard was accepted to patrol
school, but suffered an injury
and was medically discharged.
“MHP training was unbelievable and the toughest training
I’ve ever experienced. It was
tougher than football two-a-day
practices at Alcorn,” he said.
As fate would have it, five
months later, MHP conducted
another cadet class. Gillard
was accepted and mastered
the training to become a state
trooper.
When reflecting on his career,
Gillard remembers his family

guidance about being significant verses being successful.
“I was taught at an early age
that being significant is to build
value in others and the drive
to be successful only focuses
on building value in one’s self.
I’m all about building value in
others and believe, if a person
is significant, success will follow.”
Gillard is quick to dismiss his
appointment as only the third
African American to serve as
chief of MHP since its formation in 1938 as significant. Instead, he’s working with his
leadership to eliminate barriers and implement strategies to
foster a better future.
“It’s my desire to create a
legacy that permeates all demographic strata,” Gillard
explained. “My objective is
to develop a sense of accountability and focus on the limitless achievements that may be
acquired through teamwork;
standing shoulder-to-shoulder
with all of the men and women
of our agency to accomplish
common goals.”
Gillard moved into his new
office, which is located on the

top floor of the Department of
Public Safety Headquarters in
Jackson, Feb. 1. Four months
later, visitors to his office will
quickly notice unpacked boxes
possessing evidence of his level
of responsibility and a hectic
schedule.
On Feb. 20, Gillard faced one
of the most tragic situations in
MHP’s history – a standoff in
Tishomingo County, in which
a male suspect held a 10-yearold girl hostage. The Department of Public Safety’s Special
Weapons and Tactic teams from
MHP and Mississippi Bureau
of Narcotics responded to the
standoff. The incident ended
with MBN Agent Lee Tartt becoming the 33 DPS employee
to be killed in the line of duty
and three state troopers were
seriously wounded.
In the immediate aftermath,
Gillard and his management
team traveled to northeast Mississippi to check on his officers
and to show full support to all
officers involved – wounded or
not – all were affected.
“It is important that we as
leaders are available to offer
support and handle the needs

McKewen chosen to lead Habitat for
Humanity Mississippi Capital Area
Mississippi Link Newswire
The Board of Directors of
Habitat for Humanity Mississippi Capital Area has announced the selection of Merrill Tenney McKewen as its
new executive director, effective June 1.
She succeeds Cindy Griffin, who retired May 31 after
15 years of service to the nonprofit organization.
“Habitat for Humanity Mississippi Capital Area launched
a national search and is fortunate to have found the very best
candidate within our organization,” said Larry Ratzlaff, president of HFHMCA’s Board of
Directors.
“Our search committee was
impressed not only with Merrill’s accomplishments, skills
and experience, but also with
her passion for serving others.
This combination of expertise
and heart make her uniquely
suited for this role.
The board, staff, donors and
volunteers of Habitat for Hu-

McKewen
manity look forward to working with Merrill to carry on the
tradition of building decent, affordable housing for families in
our community.”
Harrison Young, vice-president of HFHMCA’s board of
directors, said, “We are delighted with our decision and
know that Merrill will bring the
talent, energy and focus that we
need to build on the tremendous progress this affiliate has
made in the past 30 years. She

will be an asset to our affiliate
and our community.”
McKewen is a native of
Grenada and a graduate of the
University of Mississippi. She
has more than 30 years of experience in public relations,
marketing, media production,
fundraising and community engagement through project management.
McKewen began work in
2011 with HFHMCA as a consultant for its 25th Anniversary Gala during which time
she raised an unprecedented
amount for the event. She became interim development director in 2012 and six months
later became resource development director in 2013. She now
moves into the position of executive director.
“The opportunity to be a part
of the continued growth and development of such a successful
Habitat affiliate is an honor,”
McKewen said. “I feel strongly
that I was led to Habitat and
that all of my previous work ex-

periences have prepared me for
this leadership role. I believe in
the Habitat mission that every
man, woman and child should
have an affordable place to live
in dignity and safety.”
McKewen looks forward to
expanding the non-profit organization’s partnerships within
the Mississippi Capital area.
“The homes and critical home
repair projects that Habitat offers are life changing events
for the homeowners, as well as
the volunteers and donors,” she
continued. “It brings our communities together and makes us
stronger. We will continue the
good works of selling our safe,
decent, affordable homes to
hard working, partner families
who simply need a hand up, not
a hand out.”
McKewen encourages community members to learn more
about how they can become a
HFHMCA donor, volunteer or
homeowner by calling (601)
353-6060 or visiting www.habitatmca.org

Social Security announces new
online service to replace cards
Mississippi Link Newswire
The Social Security Administration introduced the expansion of online services for residents of Mississippi available
through its my Social Security
portal at www.socialsecurity.
gov/myaccount.
Carolyn W. Colvin, acting
commissioner of Social Security, announced that residents of
Mississippi can use the portal
for many replacement Social
Security number card requests.
This will allow people to replace their SSN card from the
comfort of their home or office,
without the need to travel to a
Social Security office.
“I’m thrilled about this newest online feature to the agency’s my Social Security portal
and the added convenience

we are providing residents of
Mississippi,” Colvin said. “We
continue to provide world-class
customer service to the public
by making it safe, fast and easy
for people to do business with
us online and have a positive
government experience. I look
forward to expanding this service option across the country.”
The agency is conducting a
gradual roll out of this service;
Mississippi is one of 11 states,
plus the District of Columbia,
where this option is initially
available. Throughout 2016,
the agency will continue to expand the service option to other
states and plans to offer this to
half of the nation’s population
by the end of the year. This
service will mean shorter wait
times for the public in the more

than 1,200 Social Security offices across the country and allows staff more time to work
with customers who have extensive service needs.
U.S. citizens age 18 or older
and who are residents of Mississippi can request a replacement SSN card online by creating a my Social Security
account. In addition, they must
have a U.S. domestic mailing
address, not require a change
to their record (such as a name
change), and have a valid driver’s license, or state identification card in some participating
states.
my Social Security is a secure online hub for doing business with Social Security, and
25 million people have created
an account.

In addition to Mississippi
residents replacing their SSN
card through the portal, current Social Security beneficiaries can manage their account
– change an address, adjust
direct deposit, obtain a benefit
verification letter or request a
replacement SSA-1099.
Medicare beneficiaries can
request a replacement Medicare card without waiting for
a replacement form in the
mail. Account holders still in
the workforce can verify their
earnings history and obtain
estimates of future benefits by
looking at their Social Security
Statement online.
For more information about
this new online service, visit
www.socialsecurity.gov/ssnumber.

of all involved, including their
family members,” Gillard said.
Early in his career, the colonel served as a MHP recruiter,
led his district in drug arrest
and was recognized for arresting more than 100 drunk drivers in a year. He also recorded
one of the largest crystal meth
seizures in MHP’s history.
Gillard has served in many
capacities during his 23 years
at MHP. He has held positions
as the director of training, executive officer to Public Safety
Commissioner George Phillips, liaison to the office of
Homeland Security, DPS training coordinator, patrol schools
team leader, driving instructor,
firearms instructor and tactical
communications instructor. He
has also worked in several specialty units, including Executive Security (for the governor
and lieutenant governor), Drug
Trafficking Interdiction Unit
and as the Trooper Association
board representative.
Gillard has been acknowledged as the Outstanding
Trooper of the Year and has
received several accommodations for outstanding job per-

formance.
He is committed to laying the
groundwork to build a better
future for MHP. He says immediate plans are underway to reclassify some positions to provide competitive compensation
for current employees and to attract new employees. He would
like to see female applications
for patrol school increase and
more women state troopers.
His goals include fully staffing MHP, increasing the workforce from 475 to the allotted
650 under state law. Plans are
also on the drawing board to
build a new headquarters complex that will bring most of the
13 agencies of DPS under one
roof.
This Brave Alcornite credits
his achievements in life to his
faith in God, his family and his
academic experience at Alcorn.
“I tell young people who are
looking for a college to attend
Alcorn. Alcorn will do more
than just prepare you for a career. Alcorn will prepare you
for life.”
Gillard and his wife, Karla,
reside in Madison and are the
proud parents of one daughter.

Sheriff named Employee of
the Month at hospital
Valerie Sheriff of Terry has been
named Mississippi State Hospital’s June
Employee of the Month for Direct Care.
Sheriff is an assistant supervisor / mental health technician and has been employed at MSH for 17 years. The MSH
Employee of the Month award recognizes employees who have made outstanding contributions to the hospital through
their work. The program is sponsored by
Friends of Mississippi State Hospital Inc.

Residents can register
cellphones for No Call Registry
Mississippi Link Newswire
On July 1, the Mississippi
Public Service Commission will
begin registering cellphones on
the Mississippi No Call Registry,
which is a great opportunity to
reduce the number of annoying
telemarketers calling a cellphone,
according to the agency.
The process for registering a
cellphone is the same as registering a residential landline. Go to
the Central District website www.
psc.state.ms.us to register online
or call 1-800-356-6430 and a
consumer specialists will help individuals get signed up.
Once registration is complete,
it takes two months for the number to be officially on the list. At
that time, individuals can call and
report the unsolicited calls. The
Commission’s website contains
the information needed in order
to make a complaint.
Once reported, specialists will
start tracking down the people

making these calls and try to get
them stopped. The agency cannot stop every call because some
types of calls are exempt from the
law, and some are from foreign
countries where the agency does
not have jurisdiction.
The success rate has been pretty good for landlines. The agency
has received 74,436 complaints
since the No Call Registry for
landlines became law. Of those
complaints, $2,784,000.00 in
fines have been collected since
October 2014 from unscrupulous
telemarketers. The No Call for
cellphones is expected to be just
as successful.
On July 5, the Central District
will have No Call registration
for cellphones available in the
first floor lobby of the Woolfolk
Building, 501 North West St.
from 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Public Service Commission Central
District Staff will be on hand to
assist in registration.
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Judge: Mississippi
law creates inequality
for gay marriage
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UMMC clinic provides swift
relief for sickle cell patients

The Mississippi Link Newswire
Mississippi clerks cannot
cite their own religious beliefs
to recuse themselves from issuing marriage licenses to samesex couples, under a ruling a
federal judge handed down
Monday.
The effect of the ruling by
U.S. District Judge Carlton
Reeves is that the state can’t
enforce part of a religious objections bill that was supposed
to become law Friday.
Reeves is extending his previous order that overturned
Mississippi’s ban on samesex marriage. He says circuit
clerks are required to provide
equal treatment for all couples,
gay or straight. He also said
that all 82 circuit clerks must
be given formal notice of that
requirement.
Mississippi’s religious objections measure, House Bill
1523, was filed in response to
last summer’s U.S. Supreme
Court ruling that legalized gay
marriage nationwide. That ruling is called the Obergefell
case, after the man who filed it.
“Mississippi’s elected officials may disagree with
Obergefell, of course, and may
express that disagreement as
they see fit – by advocating for
a constitutional amendment to
overturn the decision, for example,” Reeves wrote Monday.
“But the marriage license issue
will not be adjudicated anew
after every legislative session.”
Attorneys were still waiting on rulings from Reeves in
two other lawsuits that seek to
block all of the religious objections law, including provisions
that could affect schools’ bathroom policies for transgender
students.
Roberta Kaplan, a New
York-based attorney, represents Campaign for South-

In this Thursday, June 23, 2016 file photo, Roberta Kaplan, a New York
based attorney, representing Campaign for Southern Equality and a
lesbian couple, speaks with reporters following a day of testimony
at the federal courthouse in Jackson, Miss. Mississippi clerks cannot
cite their own religious beliefs to recuse themselves from issuing marriage licenses to same-sex couples, under a ruling U.S. District Judge
Carlton Reeves handed down Monday, June 27. Kaplan issued a statement praising his decision. AP PHOTO/ROGELIO V. SOLIS, FILE

Reeves
ern Equality in two lawsuits
challenging House Bill 1523,
including the one on which
Reeves ruled Monday. She issued a statement praising his
decision.
“A year after the Supreme
Court guaranteed marriage
equality in the Obergefell decision, we are delighted that
Judge Reeves reaffirmed the
power of federal courts to de-

finitively say what the United
States Constitution means,”
Kaplan said.
Attorneys for Republican
Gov. Phil Bryant and Democratic Attorney General Jim
Hood have defended House
Bill 1523 in court.
“Our attorneys received
the order late this afternoon
and are reviewing it,” Bryant
spokesman Clay Chandler said
Monday.
Republican Lt. Gov. Tate
Reeves criticized the decision
of Judge Reeves, who is no relation.
“If this opinion by the federal court denies even one Mississippian of their fundamental
right to practice their religion,
then all Mississippians are
denied their 1st Amendment
rights,” Tate Reeves said in a
statement. “I hope the state’s
attorneys will quickly appeal
this decision to the 5th Circuit
to protect the deeply held religious beliefs of all Mississippians.”

Mississippi has 9th highest
HIV diagnosis rate in U.S.
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Recent statistics show that
Mississippi has the ninth highest HIV diagnosis rate in the
U.S. Additionally, black men
account for 80 percent of the
newly diagnosed cases.
June 27 was National HIV
Testing Day, and the Mississippi State Department of Health
reminded Mississippians that
getting tested is the first step in
preventing the spread of HIV
disease. Testing enables individuals with HIV to become
aware of their status and get immediate access to medical care
and treatment.
“HIV is treatable, but early
diagnosis is the key. Effective
HIV treatments are available
that reduce transmission and
allow for a long, healthy life,”

said Dr. Thomas Dobbs, MSDH
State Epidemiologist.
“Transmission of HIV is
preventable by knowing your
status, getting treatment, disclosing your status to all sexual
partners and using condoms
correctly and consistently,
or abstaining from sex,” said
Dobbs.
The Centers for Control and
Prevention has estimated that
1.2 million people are living
with HIV in the United States,
and one in eight of those are unaware of their infection.
In Mississippi, the burden of
HIV is also disproportionately
high for men who have sex with
men. Among men whose risk
factor for HIV is known, the
majority reported having maleto-male sexual contact. Young

adults aged 20-29 represented
the majority (45 percent) of
newly diagnosed cases in 2015.
The CDC recommends that
everyone between the ages of
13 and 64 get tested for HIV as
part of routine health care and
that people at high risk (such as
men who have sex with men,
those with multiple sex partners, injection drug users) be
tested more often.
HIV testing is free and confidential at all MSDH county
health department clinics.
To find a testing location
near you, text your zip code
to KNOWIT (566948) or visit
www.HealthyMS.com/locations.
For more information about
HIV, visit the MSDH website at
www.HealthyMS.com/std.
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Nurse Tyrah Hickman chats with Robert Melton during a visit to the new clinic.
UMMC News
When registered nurse Tyrah
Hickman cares for sickle-cell
patients at the University of
Mississippi Medical Center,
she can feel the agony of the
pain crises that accompany the
blood disease.
Hickman has been there before. Diagnosed with sickle
cell anemia at birth, the Clinton
resident spent her childhood
battling the disease, sometimes
as a patient at UMMC’s Batson
Children’s Hospital. “But as I
grew up, I learned more about
how my body handles it. I can
manage a pain crisis now,” said
Hickman, who received her
bachelor of science in nursing
from Mississippi University
for Women.
At age 26, she’s a beacon
of hope for her patients in the
Medical Center’s sickle cell
day clinic, which operates
weekdays from 8-4:30 p.m.
“Most are excited and happy
to know there is someone here
who can honestly relate to
what they’re going through,”
she said.
Hickman teams with nurse
practitioner Shundra Wilson
to staff the clinic that reopened
May 18, in refurbished fifthfloor quarters on the UMMC
campus. The eight-bed clinic
temporarily closed in its former location in August 2015 as
the hospital began the process
of finding and staffing a larger
permanent space with room to
grow.
In the interim, the medical center continued to offer sickle-cell services in its
Emergency Department and
at a Monday-only clinic at the
Jackson Medical Mall staffed
by
hematology/oncology
caregivers from the UMMC
Cancer Institute. That clinic’s
main purpose is to see sickle
cell patients by appointment to
keep them on track with medications and physical exams so
that they can best manage their
disease.
Sickle cell disease is hereditary. People born with it
produce sickle-shaped blood
cells that usually live no more
than 20 days, as opposed to
120 days for normal red blood
cells. The misshapen cells get
stuck in blood vessels, blocking their flow, causing pain and
damaging the body’s organs,
muscles and bones. Patients
might have few problems, or
they might have ongoing complications that shorten their
lives.
UMMC is the only hospital
in Mississippi that has tried to
organize care for sickle-cell
patients by creating a specialized treatment clinic. Sickle
cell patients also are seen on
a regular basis at emergency

rooms at other metro-area and
Mississippi hospitals, where
wait times vary, depending on
how busy staff is in treating
those with life-threatening disease or injuries. Although sickle-cell patients can experience
significant pain, it’s usually not
considered life-threatening.
Patients who use the day
clinic typically are experiencing a pain crisis and need relief
as soon as possible. The sickle
cell nurses administer painkillers and fluids as needed while
checking for other health problems that could exacerbate the
crisis, require separate treatment or hospitalization, or call
for later referring the patient
to a specialist or their primary
care provider.
On its first day, the reopened
clinic saw eight patients. One
required hospitalization because her pain wasn’t relieved,
Wilson said. The average clinic visit is three to four hours,
she said.
“We give them IV fluids
to help open up their blood
cells and help them to move
around,” Wilson said. Patients
can be given a mild analgesic
up to opioids based on their
level of pain, she said, in addition to anti-nausea medications.
The medical center’s patients include Robert Melton,
who was diagnosed with the
hereditary blood disease as an
infant.
Melton has visited UMMC’s
sickle cell clinic at the Jackson
Medical Mall and was seen
about two months ago in the
UMMC Emergency Department. “Sometimes, my painkillers don’t work and I have
to take something stronger,”
said Melton, 33, a single father
of four. “If that doesn’t help, I
talk to my doctors and they’ll
say come in and get some fluids and maybe a transfusion,
and if that doesn’t work, you
might have to be admitted to
the hospital.”
Hematology nurse practitioner Dana Delaski is one of the
UMMC caregivers who help
patients through a pain crisis
and educate them on pain management so that they won’t end
up in the hospital.
“It’s a great thing in multiple
ways,” Delaski said of the day
clinic. “Instead of the ED or
a primary care doctor, you’re
in an environment that knows
you. We can catch (a pain crisis) early, and give appropriate
treatment. Our goal is to keep
patients out of the hospital, and
to help them live a good life.”
“The ER has been my second home all of my life,” said
Melton, 33, who has two children with sickle cell disease.
“This clinic will help a lot.

People from surrounding areas
who don’t have very good clinics in their town want a comfortable place where they can
be attended to right away.”
The former day clinic’s location, which was not meant
to be permanent, was in a limited portion of UMMC’s day
surgery operation. The new
fifth-floor space includes eight
patient bays separated by curtains and a comfortable waiting area for patients and family
members, said Shelly Poole, a
physical therapist and administrator in the Medical Center’s
rehabilitation services.
“Depending on demand,
we will look at extending the
hours as needed,” Poole said.
“If a patient comes in and the
bays are booked, they can wait
in a private area until they can
be seen. And, we will not have
to share this space with any
other services.”
Delaski said most patients
seen in the weekday clinic
also are patients at the Monday clinic. “We can communicate back and forth about
a specific patient,” Delaski
said. “The day clinic can let us
know at the Jackson Medical
Mall clinic if they’re seeing a
patient more often – someone
who has been doing fine, but
all of a sudden has a change. If
someone’s not on therapy, then
we can get them on that. We all
communicate very readily.”
Melton said exhaustion and
stress can bring on a crisis
that lands him preferably in
the day clinic, but sometimes
in the ED. “Sickle cell keeps
me from doing a lot of things,
but you have to at least try,”
Melton said. “I try to work out
to keep up my stamina, but
sometimes, I’ll hurt.”
Only 50 percent of patients
with sickle cell disease survive
beyond age 50. It most often
strikes African Americans, and
many of its victims are children who are very susceptible
to infections because the disease often leaves them unable
to fight dangerous bacteria.
Melton said Hickman made
sure he knew about the clinic’s
reopening. “I’m a survivor. A
lot of people who had sickle
cell are dead,” he said. “We
need the clinic. It’s awesome.”
Said Hickman: “I’m just like
them, trying to stay out of the
hospital and to take the best
care of myself. I’m also here
as a patient to educate doctors, nurses and social workers
about sickle cell and that we’re
in pain and trying to stay out
of pain.
“I encourage our patients to
not let anything stop them, and
to be determined, to pray and
let the Lord take care of the
rest.”
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JPS schools achieve National
Beta School of Merit status
Mississippi Link Newswire
Three
Jackson
Public
Schools elementaries have
achieved 2016 National Beta
School of Merit status.
“This prestigious honor is a
true indication of the district’s
dedication to academic excellence, leadership development,
and commitment to celebrating our scholars’ success,” said
JPS Superintendent Cedrick
Gray.
The following schools have
earned this award by offering
National Beta to all eligible
grades on their campuses:
• Bates Elementary School,
Principal Stephen Johnson
• North Jackson Elementary
School, Principal Kimberly
Smith
• Timberlawn Elementary
School, Principal Jamellah
Johnson
“I am extremely proud of
this major national accomplishment by the principals,
teachers, students, and staff of
each school,” said Gray.
The mission statement of the
National Beta Club is: to promote the ideals of academic
achievement, character, service
and leadership among elementary and secondary school students. Members are required to
adhere to the Beta mission and

Coleman learns ins, outs
of veterinary services
during internship

North Jackson Elementary fourth-graders inducted into National Junior Beta Club in 2015-2016.

Coleman

North Jackson Elementary fifth-graders inducted into National Junior Beta Club in 2015-2016.
learn to embrace and embody
its four pillars.
The National Beta Club is
the largest independent, nonprofit, educational youth organization in America. For more

than 80 years, it has prepared
today’s students to be tomorrow’s leaders. The organization
has awarded over $5 million in
scholarships since 1991. There
are now more than 450,000 ac-

tive members and more than
8,750 clubs nationally and internationally.
For more information about
the National Beta Club, visit
https://www.betaclub.org/.

Jackson Heart donation to enhance
school district’s wellness programs
Mississippi Link Newswire
The Jackson Public School
District is the proud recipient of
a $59,600 grant from the Jackson Heart Foundation to support
healthy lunches for schools. The
funding will be used to purchase
ovens for two schools in JPS. The
ovens, which employ a combination of dry heat and steam, allow
cafeteria staffs to opt for healthier
cooking methods than frying.
“The Jackson Public Schools
Food Service Department is
grateful and very appreciative of
the funding provided by the Jackson Heart Foundation to assist
the District in providing healthier meals for our students,” said
Mary Hill, executive director of
Food Services for Jackson Public
Schools. “The steam ovens will
help food service staff to improve
the thousands of breakfasts and
lunches served every month to
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Mississippi Link Newswire
With his summer internship,
Micheal Coleman is becoming
more skilled in animal science.
The Alcorn State University
senior is participating in the
United States Department of
Agriculture’s Animal and Plant
Health Inspection Service internship in Columbia, S.C.
Michael, who began his internship June 6, earned the internship through the Thurgood
Marshall College Fund. His
duties include assisting and
observing veterinarian medical
officers and veterinarian technicians with the management
and identification of animals in
livestock markets.
Micheal said that he really
enjoys the positive atmosphere
and working with an amazing
team.
“It’s great,” said Coleman,

an animal science major. “Everyone has a great working
relationship with each other. I
can’t complain at all because it
has been a wonderful experience.”
Every day brings a new task
for Micheal. He said that being exposed to different assignments is something that he
loves about the opportunity.
“I get the chance to do something different with a different
animal every day. One day, I
may be working with goats;
the next day, I may be working
with cows. It’s really great because I get to see every aspect
of the field.”
Micheal said that working on
Alcorn’s beef research project
has equipped him for his internship. He credits his mentors
at the university for enhancing
his knowledge of animals.

Alcorn State University
Alumni foundation
donates $15,000

JPS Supt. Cedrick Gray and Board President Beneta Burt accept a donation of $59,600 from the representatives of the Jackson Heart Foundation during a Board meeting June 21.
students and staff in Jackson Public Schools.”
The Jackson Heart Foundation
promotes and safeguards cardio-

vascular health for the community to empower people through
education and encourages healthy
lifestyles for our families.

JPS School Board President
Beneta Burt also serves as a
member of the Jackson Heart
Foundation’s board.

Mississippi Link Newswire
Alcorn State University National Alumni Association Foundation continues to contribute to
the betterment of Alcorn and its
students.
Foundation chairman John
Walls Jr. presented a $15,000
donation to President Alfred
Rankins Jr. June 23.
The donation will provide
$10,000 in institutional support for current and new student
scholarships and $5,000 for the
Braves 2015 football championship rings.

“The National Alumni Association Foundation has a longstanding commitment to Alcorn,” Walls said concerning the
yearly donation. “We pride ourselves on making annual donations to Alcorn. We’re passionate
about the future progress of our
institution and giving students
ample opportunities to succeed.”
President Rankins applauded
the Foundation for raising funds
over the years to sustain worthwhile programs that benefit the
University while aiding student
academic achievement.

Alcorn’s inaugural high school band, dance camp a success
Mississippi Link Newswire
Middle and high school students spent June 12-17 at Alcorn
State University to enhance their
musical and rhythmic prowess.
Students in grades 7-12 spent
the week at Alcorn’s inaugural
High School Summer Band and
Dance Team Camp. The students
engaged in activities that would
benefit them as band and dance
team members.
Students who participated were
impressed with the expertise of
Alcorn’s band directors.
“It was fun and I really learned
a lot,” said Titus Thomas, a native of Natchez. “I can’t wait to

take what I’ve learned back to my
school and teach my peers everything I gained from the camp.”
Vicksburg native Justin Brown
was astounded by the eclectic
sounds of his camp mates. For
him, finding ways to blend everyone’s style was a signature moment.
“One thing I liked about the
camp is that everyone brought
their school’s style to the camp,”
said Justin. “We all were able to
mix those different styles to create one sound.”
Greensburg, La., native Sam
Taylor was grateful for the opportunity to grow as a member of a

Students in grades 7-12 spent a week at Alcorn’s inaugural High
School Summer Band and Dance Team Camp.
band and as an individual.
“This camp not only taught us
how to blend with each other, but
it also taught us how to grow on

our own,” said Sam. “This camp
was different from others because
we worked with several band
directors with different styles of

music who helped us become better musicians.”
Camp coordinator and assistant
director of bands Everson Martin
gave kudos to his staff for introducing the students to advanced
levels of music.
“The camp was an awesome
experience, and I’m glad we were
able to provide the students with
comprehensive instruction,” said
Martin. “The students learned a
great deal about music education
and pedagogy, and also had lots
of fun in the process. I assembled
a great staff of directors for the
camp and they did an amazing
job accommodating the students

from various areas in the southern
region of the country.”
Alcorn Director of Bands and
camp administrator Renardo
Murray, Ph.D., expressed his
pride in the students’ skills. He
also credited Martin and his staff
for putting on a great summer
camp.
“The students gave remarkable performances,” said Murray.
“They got a chance to experience
college life musically, academically and socially while seeing
our beautiful campus. I’m extremely proud of Mr. Martin and
his staff. I was very impressed
with everything.”
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CCC community scholarship recipients
unite with donor in special ceremony
The Mississippi Link Newswire
It’s been a few years since retired
educators Josephine Bogues and Bertha Blackburn have been in a classroom. However, they are continuing
to impact the lives of students at Coahoma Community College.
The pair organizes the Josephine
Bogues Scholarship that awards
$500 scholarships to four CCC Tigers. This year’s recipients are social
work major Jakeria Strong, pre-nursing major Deion Warren, pre-nursing
major Jamiraqua Jones and barber/
stylist major LaSonta Hawkins got
a chance recently to show their appreciation.
Recently, the students were united with Blackburn during a special
ceremony in the Vivian M. Presley
Administration Building. During the
event, they were also able to speak
with Bogues, who resides in Chicago, Ill., via telephone to thank her
for her generous contribution and
support.
According to Blackburn, Bogues,
a 1960 graduate of CCC, was the
brains behind the scholarship and
reached out to her to help coordinate
it.
“It was a big job, but I’m pleased
to be here with you today,” she told
the recipients. “I wanted to meet
you because I’ve lived in Coahoma
County all of me life, and the people
in this section of the world helped
myself and (Bogues) get to where
we are today.”

Pictured are (from left) Jakeria Strong, Bertha Blackburn, holding a photo of Josephine Bogues, Jamiraqua Jones
and Deion Warren. Not pictured is LaSonta Hawkins.
Blackburn said she and Bogues
have a history as former neighbors
and friends. After graduating from
CCC, Bogues continued her education at Alcorn State University and
later worked in the Chicago Public
School System for several years.
Blackburn also attended Alcorn and
then provided 16 years of service in
the Clarksdale School System and
more than 50 years of service in the
Clarksdale Head Start programs.
At 92, Blackburn vividly recalled
the importance education played in

her own life.
“I often think of the things my
father did to get me in school. He
would bring a load of corn, potatoes
and other vegetables from our garden to help pay tuition,” she said.
Education played an equally important role in Bogues’ life as well.
“(Bogues) never forgot the trials,
tribulations and people that helped
her to get to where she is,” said
Blackburn. “She has always been
an advocate for students in need
who had the desire to improve them-

selves.”
During the meeting, Blackburn
thanked the students for choosing
CCC and encouraged them to continue their educational journey. She
also challenged the recipients to
continue the cycle by giving back to
their own communities.
“We were looking for students that
will stick with education until they
can fill the seat that I have today,” she
said. “We hope that we have inspired
you to take the first step to carry on
this legacy (of giving back).”

58 students of Chicago’s famed Urban
Prep Academy may enroll at JSU this fall
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Jackson State University’s Office
of Undergraduate Recruitment says
58 Illinois high school graduates from
the same all-male school have been
admitted to JSU this upcoming fall.
For the seventh-consecutive year,
Chicago’s Urban Prep Academy has
reached yet another milestone, with
100 percent of its seniors headed for
college.
Juanita Morris, director of undergraduate recruitment, said, “We work
to recruit students who are academically sound and willing to continue
making positive contributions to our
beloved university. We believe these
young men, who will be joining
Jackson State University from Urban
Prep, will be assets to ‘Thee I Love.’
We can’t wait to welcome them to
campus.”
Morris tells the story of a grieving
mother who lost one son to violence
just a few short years ago but whose
youngest child will now attend JSU
after graduating from Urban Prep.
Quoting the parent, Morris said the
mother “just wants him to be happy.
And, he believes he will be happy at
Jackson State. So, that’s where I want
him to be.”

Caples promoted
in JSU Institutional
Advancement
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Jackson State University has named
Gwendolyn Caples assistant vice president for
Institutional Advancement effective June 16.
She will assist Sandra Hodge, interim vice
president for Institutional Advancement,
with managing day-today operations of the
division.
Caples
Since 2003, Caples has worked solely in the Division of Institutional Advancement in several positions, including events coordinator, director of
Alumni and Constituency Relations, and director of
the JSU Welcome Center.
Prior to her employment at Jackson State, she
worked as public relations director at Mississippi
Public Broadcasting for 11 years. She holds a bachelor’s degree in political science from JSU and a
master’s degree in mass communications from Mississippi College.
“I am delighted to have Ms. Caples as my assistant vice president,” said Hodge. “Along with her
experience in management, leadership, fundraising
and public relations, she sincerely loves JSU and has
knowledge of the work of the departments within
the division. She will provide much needed support
with managing the daily operations so I can focus on
strengthening the entire unit that is vital to the success and growth of the University.”
Caples will continue to manage the JSU Welcome
Center and will also provide oversight to the following departments: Alumni and Constituency Relations, Development, Events and University Communications; and will work in collaboration with the
division’s budget manager.
“Making sure the Division of Institutional Advancement operates smoothly on a daily basis is an
essential task,” said Caples. “I am honored to continue my service to Jackson State within the division
and in my new role as assistant vice president. I look
forward to working with vice president Hodge to
strengthen daily operations and increase engagement
among students, faculty, staff, alumni and friends,
and in alignment with her vision for the unit and the
university’s mission.”

Marshall gets
agriculture summer
internship in Texas

One Urban Prep Academy graduate declares his interest in Jackson State by donning a JSU cap. PHOTO COURTESY OF
URBAN PREP ACADEMIES

Recruitment staffers will welcome
the teen on move-in day, which will
be Aug. 13 – a special day for the
newcomer as he celebrates his 18th
birthday.
Morris credits strong recruiting
efforts by campus staff and Chicago

alumni for “going above and beyond
in assisting us in making connections
with students, families and academicians.”
JSU undergraduate recruiter Chaid
Thomas is the primary recruiter for
non-Mississippi residents.

Urban Prep is led by CEO Tim
King. It educates poor, young black
urban males and enrolls students
from grades 9-12. However, officials
say the academy continues to serve
its young men through their college
years.

Southern Miss alum captures National Gold Key Award
The Mississippi Link Newswire
Former University of Southern
Mississippi graduate student Jasmine Tate has been selected to receive the prestigious National Gold
Key Award from the Public Relations Student Society of America.
She will be honored during the
group’s national conference in October.
The award recognizes students
who demonstrate outstanding academic excellence in public relations
and leadership qualities in PRSSA.
It is the highest individual honor bestowed upon members.
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“PRSSA has played a major role
in my development, education and
connections throughout the last five
years,” said Tate. “I started a chapter
during my undergraduate career and
continued involvement while pursuing my master’s degree at USM.
Knowing that the hard work and
dedication I’ve contributed to the
organization, my alma maters and
students has been recognized and
appreciated is an amazing feeling.”
A Mt. Hermon, La., native, Tate
earned her undergraduate degree in
Communication from Southeastern
Louisiana University in 2014 and

her master’s degree in Public Relations from Southern Miss in May of
this year.
Tate currently resides in Hattiesburg and works as a sales specialist
at Kohl’s department store. She remains active in the Pine Belt Chapter of the Public Relations Association of Mississippi, while authoring
a weekly blog “Welcome to the Real
World.”
As she continues to pursue opportunities as a community relations
professional, Tate has her career
sights set on working in that field for
a professional sports organization.

Johnson
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The Mississippi Link Newswire
Alcorn State University senior, Shivonne Marshall, is laying the foundation to
her career in agriculture with her summer
internship.
Marshall is spending her summer as an
intern at Tyson Food
Company in Center,
Texas. The internship
started June 6 and will Marshall
continue until Aug. 11. Over the course of her internship, Marshall will be assigned a specific area
in the company to work in every week. She will
than have to report to the company’s Human Resources department to explain the skills she picked
up.
This is the first internship for the Detroit, Mich.,
native. She said that initially, she was very skittish, but after getting to know her co-workers and
experiencing the hands-on work, she now feels at
home.
“After a few days of getting acclimated, it feels
like I have been working at Tyson for a few years,”
said Marshall. “Being able to work with a diverse
group of people is amazing. I have networked with
some very important people and even made some
new friends. It’s truly a blessing to be able to have
this opportunity.”
Being in the small town of Center, Texas reminds Marshall of Alcorn, which is why adjusting to the small, friendly environment has been an
easy transition for her.
“The town reminds me of Alcorn in a way. It is
very small and homey. The people here are very
kind and welcoming. I was even able to find a nice
church to attend. I picked Center because it was
somewhere I have never been. I couldn’t have
picked a better place to do my internship.”
Marshall enjoys utilizing the skills she’s learned
in Alcorn’s School of Agriculture, Research, Extension and Applied Sciences. She also gave credit
to her recruiter, Amber Dodd, for making her stay
in Center an enjoyable one.
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Let the Gospel take
you to other cultures

By Rev. CJ Rhodes, M. Div.
Special to The Mississippi Link
In The Celtic
Way of Evangelism George C.
Hunter presents
the
compelling
story of St. Patrick’s apostolic
mission to Ireland and argues
convincingly that the first Christian millennium contains relevant
wisdom for evangelism today. He
is especially poignant about the
Celtic spirituality of the Middle
Ages and what it offers our postmodern age wherein consumerist
moralistic therapeutic Deism pervades the West’s collective Christian conscience.
Said differently, much of today’s
Christianity is nothing more than a
religious buffet where people pick
and choose what they will believe
and do based on what makes them
feel good and be good in light of a
God they only really pray to when
stuff hits the fan.
Looking to the past may help us
beyond this shallow way of life.
“The Celtic approach to the formation of Christians is, indeed,”
Hunter writes, “an enduring treasure; it is our “once and future”
source.” Given that the moral and
cultural world views of yesteryear
and today share common traits, we
can turn afresh to ancient wisdom
for contemporary crises. A return
to Celtic spirituality is a key to
evangelizing the West again, so
Hunter relates, and may be instructive in how we engage the
faith today.
To expound on these claims, in
chapter seven Hunter offers his
“top 10 perspectives, insights and
counsel from Celtic Christianity”
and three additional “main purposes.” These are a summary of
lessons we can learn from medieval Celtic Christianity. I outline
them briefly here.
First, church leaders in our century should invite God’s people to

be ultimately responsible for their
spiritual formation; pastors can’t
do all the work for them.
Second, Christians must again
memorize scripture, not just read
it, for the “Scripture that is in us
informs much more of our ongoing internal conversation than
scripture that we merely read.”
Third, we should go beyond
spiritual minimalism and embrace
fuller, more robust devotional
lives. This entails praying, studying, meditating often and not just a
few minutes each day.
Fourth, praying ceaselessly and
sensing God’s nearness in everyday tasks is essential to that devotional life.
Fifth, we should pray with our
eyes open and be attentive to
God’s creation and what’s going
on around us; we would be surprised by how God speaks to us
through nature.
Sixth, we should include imagination in our life with God because
we were not created to be merely
rational or emotional creatures.
Seventh, every saint should
have a soul friend (anam cara).
Hunter says an anam cara “is not
a superior or even one’s spiritual
director, but a peer with whom one
can be open and vulnerable.”
Eighth, weekly or biweekly
small group meetings deepen fellowship and allow us to talk about
our faith with other faithful pilgrims.
Ninth, we can’t allow our spiritual introspection to become narcissistic self-abortion. We must
turn outward to the world in hope.
Tenth, Hunter says, “The main
purpose in the life of Christian
devotion is not so much to get
blessed, get our needs met, become happier, or accomplish any
of the other early goals that people
usually have in mind when they
begin praying.” Rather, Christlikeness is the goal of the Christian life.
To these 10 counsels from an-

cient Celtic spirituality Hunter
adds three “indispensable” cautions.
“First, Celtic Christianity is
much more than Celtic spirituality.” Celtic Christianity offers the
church a missional, imaginative,
communal distinctive for evangelizing and living the faith within
assumedly hostile contexts. It
empowers ordinary saints to have
thick spirituality lived out in the
world, among friends and in awe
of God’s immanence in all creation.
Hence, the second point is that
Celtic spirituality was connected
to and done within “monastic
community” forming “theological knowledge, ministry skills,
conversation skills, leadership and
more.” In other words, spiritual
formation was a part of holistic
discipleship.
Third, spiritual formation must
be understood as penultimate: “It
is a means to achieving Christianity’s main business,” which is to be
active in mission as partners with
God in Christ’s redemptive work.
As I read this book, I couldn’t
help but think of the many ways
the Irish story and the AfricanAmerican story related. St. Patrick’s apostolic mission to the
Celtic peoples was an alternative
to medieval Roman Catholic presuppositions about evangelization. The Roman way was to go to
“civilized” people and offer these
literate people groups a Word-centered Gospel that was easily communicable. In doing so, they also
Romanized these people, conflating evangelism and cultural imperialism in their missionary efforts.
Much of the black American
story is replete with incidents
wherein Christianizing and civilizing (i.e.: making European)
were indistinguishable. But, I was
blessed by how Patrick and others
came to a people who were not
their people, submitted themselves
to learning about those people and

their culture, and integrating as
much of that culture into an adaptive church planting effort. What
resulted was a Christian community that critically engaged, even
redeemed, native reality for the
sake of the Gospel.
What we now call the black
church tradition was very much
this kind of organic interplay between the Gospel and cultures
more familiar to West African
peoples. I finished the book wanting to know more about the Irish
Catholic community, their struggles on the island and here in the
U.S., and how much our stories
relate.
I went to Brazil in the summer
of 2008, as part of a Duke Divinity
School pilgrimage. There I talked
with a Brazilian pastor about the
founding of his church. Missionaries came to that area during the
1950s and evangelized them. During the pilgrimage, the pastor got
to interact with black American
Christians; we sang Gospel songs
and I even demonstrated different
African-American preaching traditions. He wept and said the missionaries told them they could not
embrace their jubilant, celebratory
culture now that they were Christians.
“Why didn’t blacks come to
evangelize us?” he asked. I knew
the answer (Jim Crow, anyone?),
but was more amazed by how
much my people and his had in
common. That same amazement
occurred as I read The Celtic Way
of Evangelism. We must reach
people where they are and allow
the Gospel to take them where
they need to be, without sacrificing all of their native culture.
Rev. CJ Rhodes, a graduate of
the University of Mississippi and
Duke University, serves as the director of Student Religious Life at
Alcorn State University and is the
pastor of Mt. Helm Baptist Church
in Jackson. He and wife Allison
are parents of twin boys.
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Message from the Religion Editor
By Daphne Higgins
Religion Editor
A m e r i c a ’s
holiday is here.
It is the Fourth
of July and a
time to celebrate
and celebrate
you should.
To many, the Fourth of July
does not identify “freedom”
for all mankind. It is believed
that although the forefathers
of this country penned a document that declared “all men
are created equal, that they are
endowed by their creator with
certain unalienable rights, that
among these are life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness,”
the reality of these words only
include one hue of people.
Even though I may be one
to have some sensitivity issues regarding the benefactors
of the Declaration of Independence, I do agree with the
authors’ words: “endowed by
their creator.”
We are all creations of our
Lord; a Lord who has given
each of us a gift that is unique.
He has blessed us with talents and abilities that are our
own and given us the right to
choose how we want to exercise/display them.
Our forefathers were men
of knowledge and of religious
beliefs, but the practice of both
is still somewhat debatable.
They knew that all men should
be “happy” and would pursue
this goal at all cost.
For African Americans it
would take another century to
be recognized as human beings
and even another century to be
treated as one. To some we are
still working to reach the goal
of racial “freedom.”
However, I am one of the
first to say that the Fourth of
July is a glorious day for this
country, but it is also a day of
falsehood for the original inhabitants of this land and those
who were brought to it in the
years that followed.
But because of the pursuit
of happiness that has been instilled in each of us by the Almighty, it is a day of joy and
celebration. It is a day that the
Lord has made and the beginning of new era – the era of

pursuit of freedom for all mankind.
So, for those of you who
may not want to participate in
the fireworks, cook-outs, concerts or other planned events;
that is fine, however, I do have
a simple request, still celebrate.
Celebrate in whatever way you
choose, but celebrate.
The day is one that brings
families and friends across
the country together to honor
a special day in American history and I pray that this is just
one of many days that you say
“thank you, Lord for the gift of
life.”
On this special day of celebration many social gatherings
are held that include stories of
independence across all racial
lines. The stories sometimes
take on lives all of their own
and are often shared as stories
of triumph and pride.
Of the stories that are shared,
let the story of God’s love be
among them.
Let the message of salvation
be a main topic and when that
gathering ends, keep the story
alive by continuing to share it
with others wherever you go.
God is good and so is the
life that He has blessed us
with, even though, we don’t always recognize it as such. But,
because we are able to live
though whatever trials may
confront us means that that is
just additional news we have to
share with others.
The Mississippi Link, a messenger for news in and around
the state of Mississippi, would
like to serve as your personal
messenger to share your good
news and the news of your
place of worship.
Remember the verse that
I often share with you – Isaiah 52:7 (NIV), which reads:
“How beautiful on the mountains are the feet of those who
bring good news, who proclaim
peace, who bring good tidings,
who proclaim salvation, who
say to Zion, Your God reigns!”
To share your news, contact
Daphne M. Higgins at religion@mississippilink.com, fax
(601) 896-0091 or mail your
information to The Mississippi
Link, 2659 Livingston Road,
Jackson, MS 39213.

National Black Church Initiative president
issues apology to the black church

Church holds
fashion extravaganza

Special to The Mississippi Link
During recent months, Mississippi lawmakers have dominated
the national news circuit because
of a series of political topics, one
being the government’s stance on
homosexuality.
Churches and religious organizations around the country have
also weighed in on the issue regarding laws that have been created by several states to address
the relationships and the gender
presence of those who have chosen
alternate lifestyles.
The National Black Church Initiative, a faith-based coalition of
34,000 churches comprised of 15
denominations and 15.7 million
African Americans, is one of those
organizations.
The NBCI recently issued a
statement that many feel gave the
impression it was supporting bigotry but this week the organization
released a press release to clarify
its position and issue an apology
to members of the black church,
black press and black community
concerning the HB2 law in North
Carolina, specifically.
In the press release NBCI states,
“Simply stated, we deeply regret
and apologize for publishing a
press release that was not properly
vetted. We recognize this type of
ill-vetted press release gave an un-

Holy City International Empowerment Ministries, 251 Kearney Park
Road in Flora, recently hosted a fashion extravaganza and musical
extraordinaire in honor of Presiding Bishop Stanley Cavett and First
Lady Stephanie Cavett. The speaker, Mother Evelyn Woodard, addressed the event theme, “Serving with Style” taken from Exodus
36:1. Westhaven Memorial Choir of Jackson provided a concert of
praise. Pictured with Bishop (seated) and First Lady Cavett are just a
few supporters of the celebration of the event.

warranted impression that NBCI
supported discrimination against
African Americans. This is not the
case and it will never be the case.”
NBCI received many inquiries
from churches and related constituents from across the country
regarding its stance on the HB2
law. Leaders of the organization
felt compelled to clarify and issue
an apology for any misunderstandings or misinterpretations regarding their position on HB2.
The head of the NBCI reported
that the group only sought to make
it clear that the organization was
not in support of transgendered
individuals using bathrooms contrary to their biological sex. Because of the manner in which the
press release was written, the impression was given that the black
church supported discrimination.
The HB2 law states that it opposes
all groups, including gays and African Americans, who wanted to
sue the state for racial and sexual
discrimination.
A written statement supplied by
NBCI indicated it has since come
to understand and abhor the fact
that the HB2 law not only discriminates against the LGBT community, particularly transgendered
individuals and their use of bathroom facilitates, but also the law
can be used to discriminate against

African Americans who comprise
the membership of NBCI churches.
Leaders express that the shameful fact that the state of North Carolina used the law to manipulate a
highly-sensitive, publicized issue
with racialized politics by promoting the HB2 law as focused solely
on transgendered individuals using bathrooms contrary to their
biological sex is unacceptable and
deceptive.
The statement also read, “Please
know our fundamental reason for
supporting any portion of the HB2
law was on the basis of Biblical
principles and protecting the integrity of the church and its teachings
regarding homosexuality. We love
our gay brothers and sisters like
we love everyone else who is in
a sinful relational state. We do not
condone persons’ behaviors (homosexual or heterosexual) that are
contrary to scriptural teachings.”
Rev. Anthony Evans, NBCI
president said, “I take full responsibility for issuing a poorly
vetted press release on the HB2
law. Charge the error to my head
and not my heart. I do not, however, in any way, apologize for the
church’s stance against homosexual behaviors. Given the widespread
impact of the erroneous impression generated by the first press

release issued on May 11, 2016, I
do apologize to all of our member
churches, the Christian citizens of
North Carolina, and the AfricanAmerican Christian Leadership. I
will personally send letters to civil
rights organizations, especially
those in North Carolina, clarifying
and apologizing for publishing a
poorly vetted press release.
“Again, we do understand that
not only does HB2 discriminate
against transgendered individuals;
HB2 discriminates against other
groups including African Americans. This HB2 law is not perfect
and we will never support the Gov.
Pat McCrory and the state of North
Carolina in any legislative efforts
that discriminate openly against
African Americans. We oppose the
state of North Carolina and their
gerrymandering concerning voting
rights for our people. We believe
that the voting rights legislation,
which has been upheld, is wrong,
immoral and morally reprehensible and we will continue our concerted and tireless efforts to overturn it. The stakes are too high.”
The Rev. Mark McCleary who
serves as chair of the NBCI Minister Alliance and the Rev. Sheldon Williams who serves as chair
of the Northeast Faith Command
both say, “We accept Rev. Evans’
sincere apology.
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A warning about readiness
Part II

By Pastor Simeon R. Green III
Special to The Mississippi Link
A parable is a
short story that
teaches a moral
lesson. As we
read them, we
must allow the
Holy Spirit to
open up our understanding of
God’s word. We find in Matthew 13:13, these words of
Jesus, “Therefore speak I to
them in parables because they
seeing see not and hearing
they hear not, neither do they
understand.” When we reject
Jesus, our hardness of heart
drives away even our little understanding.
Matthew 25:1-13, records
the parable about the 10 virgins and it reads: “Then the
kingdom of heaven shall be
likened to 10 virgins who took
their lamps and went out to
meet the bridegroom. Now
five of them were wise, and
five were foolish. Those who
were foolish took their lamps
and took no oil with them,
but the wise took oil in their
vessels with their lamps. But
while the bridegroom was delayed, they all slumbered and
slept. And at midnight a cry
was heard: Behold, the bride-

groom is coming; go out to
meet Him: Then all those virgins arose and trimmed their
lamps. And the foolish said to
the wise, give us some of your
oil, for our lamps are going
out. But the wise answered,
saying, no, lest there should
not be enough for us and you;
but go rather to those who sell
and buy for yourselves. And
while they went to buy, the
bridegroom came, and those
who were ready went in with
Him to the wedding and the
door was shut. Afterward the
other virgins came also, saying, Lord, Lord, open to us!
But He answered and said, assuredly, I say to you, I do not
know you. Watch therefore,
for you know neither the day
nor the hour in which the Son
of Man is coming.”
Jesus told the following parable to clarify what it means
to be ready for His return and
how to live until He returns.
We must be mindful that every
person is responsible for his or
her own spiritual condition. In
our lives, we can become very
busy and have no time for the
things of God. We see in this
parable when the bridegroom
came, not all the bridesmaids
were ready for the marriage.
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He was disappointed because
He was expecting to be honored by 10 bridesmaids. The
bridesmaids expected the
bridegroom sooner, but He
delayed His coming until midnight. By the time the five
virgins had purchased extra
oil, it was too late to join the
wedding feast. Again, we read
in Matthew 25:6, “And at midnight there was a cry made, behold, the bridegroom cometh;
go ye out to meet Him.” The
cry is also known as a warning. The cry was to get the
bridesmaids’ attention to hurry
and get their lamps ready because it was time for them to
report to duty and to fulfilled
their assignment. Remember,
the 10 bridesmaids slept upon
the coming of the warning.
The bridegroom in this parable represents our Savior, Jesus Christ. This parable shows
us that when Jesus returns, it
will be at a time when we least
expect it. We are reminded of
these words found in 2 Peter
3:10, “But the day of the Lord
will come as a thief in the
night; in the which the heavens
shall pass away with a great
noise, and the elements shall
melt with fervent heat, the
earth also and the works that

are there in shall be burned
up.” The day of the Lord is the
day of God’s judgment on the
Earth. Here it is used in reference to Christ’s return. Christ’s
second coming will be sudden
and terrible for those who do
not believe in Him.
How will we be found when
He returns? Do we spend more
of our time piling up possessions or striving to develop
Christ-like character? Just believing in God is not enough.
We must repent and have a
love for God. This parable
shows there will be no time
to trim our wicks, buy oil, or
to clean up our current condition. My friends, there will be
no time for repentance after
He comes. Spiritual preparation cannot be bought or borrowed at the last minute. Our
relationship with God must be
our own.
Rev. Simeon R. Green III is
pastor of Joynes Road Church
of God, 31 Joynes Road,
Hampton VA 23669. He is
married to Velma L. Green. He
is a member of the National
Association of Evangelism
Church of God, Anderson, Ind.
He serves as chairman of the
Southeastern Association of
The Church of God, Inc.
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1. Wanna Be Happy?				

Kirk Franklin

2. Put A Praise On It				

Tasha Cobbs Featuring Kierra Sheard
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Doing your part
By Shewanda Riley
Columnist

The Top 10 Gospel Songs from the Billboard
Gospel Charts for the week of June 30
SONGS
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“You didn’t
tell us we had
to do that.” I
think the first
few weeks of
every school
year I hear this
phrase at least once per day
per class (probably an average
of 15-20 times a week). I hear
it so much that I start to doubt
that I’d given clear instructions
on what needed to be done for
class.
I even review the syllabus
and other class assignments to
see if I could figure out if an
oversight on my part was the
cause of their complaint. After
doing this, I see that the class
instructions and policies were
clearly outlined in the class
syllabus. I even redesigned
parts of the syllabus to make
it easier for them to understand. However, after doing
this and still getting the blank
stares and comments like, “I
didn’t know I was supposed to
do that,” a few weeks later, I
started to think that the problem went beyond my student
simply not understanding instructions. So where was the
breakdown?
When I asked one class how
I could help, they suggested
that I tell them everyday what
to do. After comments like
those, I then reminded them
that the assignments were written in the syllabus and they’d
know what to do if they read
the syllabus. Even though they
were adults and in college, they
still seemed to struggle with
taking full responsibility for
their work. One student even

said me not telling him what to
do at the end of class like his
other instructors caused him
not to get his work done.
As I was thinking about how
challenging it was, it struck
me that God must think the
same way about us sometimes.
We are given the tools and
strategies through our weekly
church services and individual times of prayer and Bible
study. But for some reason, we
want to blame others when we
don’t get what we want. We
blame Sis. This or Bro. That
for making us lose our joy
when it’s really our choice to
give it away.
James 2:14-17 says, “Dear
friends, do you think you’ll get
anywhere in this if you learn
all the right words but never
do anything? Does merely
talking about faith indicate
that a person really has it? …
Isn’t it obvious that God-talk
without God-acts is outrageous
nonsense?” (Message) It’s like
praying for God to lose weight
then continuing to eat junk
food and refusing to exercise.
Like my students, we have
to accept that we play a part in
our spiritual successes and failures. We can’t passively wait
for God to bless us. We have to
take an active role and seek out
those blessings. It’s not enough
to say that we’re praying for a
situation to change; we have to
act in faith on what we believe
is God’s answer to our prayers.
Shewanda Riley is the author of the Essence best-seller
“Love Hangover: Moving
from Pain to Purpose after a
Relationship ends.” She can
be reached at lovehangover@
juno.com.

ALBUM

3. 123 Victory					Kirk Franklin
4. Made A Way					Travis Greene
5. You’re Bigger					Jekalyn Carr
6. The Anthem					Todd Dulaney
7. Better					Hezekiah Walker
8. Spirit Break Out				

William McDowell Featuring Trinity Anderson

9. Be Like Jesus				

Deitrick Haddon

10. #YDIA			

Zacardi Cortez

		

To listen to snippets of these songs, please visit billboard.com/charts/gospel-song
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Can blacks prompt an
‘Orlando’ reaction?
By James Clingman
NNPA Columnist
In 1991,
Latasha Harlins was shot
in the back
of her head
and
killed
by Soon Ja
Du, a Korean store owner in
Los Angeles, who received a
$500 fine, sentenced to 400
hours of community service,
and five years’ probation by
Judge Joyce Karlin, who ignored the penalty of 16 years
in prison for voluntary manslaughter.
Du received no prison
time for her callous act of
murder – execution style –
of a 15-year-old black girl,
over a $1.79 container of orange juice. This case and the
outrage it brought foreshadowed the L.A. civil unrest
now known as the Rodney
King Riot in 1992.
Mindful of the Harlins’
case, I think about the fact
that here in 2016, black lives
really don’t matter to some
police officers, prosecutors, judges, and other black
folks. Preserving Latasha’s
life was not worth $1.79,
and to add insult to injury the
person who killed her only
had to pay a $500 fine.
Since that time thousands
of black men, women and
children have been killed
– 1,134 by police officers
in 2015, according to The
Guardian.
In Chicago alone, there
have been 1,454 shootings
and 279 killed as of June
2016 – 207 of whom were
black. So just who are we
trying to convince that black
lives matter, other than politicians? And if black lives

matter, how much do they
matter, how much are they
worth?
We have recently seen
millions of dollars being
paid to victims’ families, but
it pales in comparison to the
number of lives lost. Just
the black men and women
killed by police, if divided
into those millions of public
dollars – tax dollars – the individual amounts would be
embarrassing and insulting,
just as in Latasha Harlins’
case. But who cares? Right?
If members of any other
group in this country were
being killed at the same
rate as black folks are being
killed, there would be a collective outrage and indignation such that the problem
would be addressed, if not
solved, almost immediately.
Moreover, on the economic side of things, just look at
the Orlando shootings. Days
after that tragedy $4 million
was raised for the victims –
twice the previous GoFundMe crowd funding record of
$2 million – and all we hear
in the news reports is advocacy for the “LGBT community.”
When have we heard so
much sympathy and advocacy for black folks on those
news shows? When have we
raised significant amounts
of money for black victims?
When have we seen LGBT
news reporters take commercial breaks in order to
shed tears for black victims?
If Tamir Rice didn’t make
that happen, nothing will.
Money is pouring into
Orlando from private corporations, in part because
LBGT’s are willing to leverage their dollars in return for

corporate support. (Don’t
be mad at them; that’s what
we should be doing) The
Orlando Magic, Disney, the
Florida baseball teams, and
Mark Cuban, owner of the
Dallas Mavericks, have given money and other support
in the aftermath of the latest
shootings. Even GoFundMe
waived its $100,000 transaction fee on the contributions
made by more than 90,000
contributions.
Over the past three years,
we have also seen corporations use their power to affect
political change on behalf of
LGBT’s. Yet corporations,
despite earning much of
their profit from black consumers, did virtually nothing for Eric Garner’s family,
Sandra Bland’s family, John
Crawford’s family or Ezell
Ford’s family. Why not?
Politically speaking, while
20 bullet-riddled bodies
of children in Sandy Hook
couldn’t move them, politicians will surely act now on
gun law legislation because
many of those killed in Orlando were LGBT, the NRA
notwithstanding. What if
that had been a black club?
So, do our lives matter?
And who are we trying to
convince that they do matter? First, our lives must
matter to us. We must be
just as willing to bring our
causes to the forefront as gay
people and other groups are.

We should see red,
black and green colors
everywhere when we
are killed or aggrieved.
No one else is going
to do that for us, so we
must do it for our-

selves. Are we afraid?
Ashamed? Apathetic?

Where does this leave
black people? Latasha Harlins, Tamir Rice and all of
those killed, in between and
since, are calling out from
their graves for us to respond
appropriately to what happened to them.
Our charge is to make our
lives matter to us, first and
foremost, and then show a
united front to this nation
that we will not be relegated
to a subordinate class and
continue to be ignored, dismissed, and trampled upon
by groups that continually
parlay our misery into their
benefit.
Until other groups begin
to support us the way we
have supported them in this
country throughout history,
we must commit ourselves
to a “Never Again” approach
and take charge of our own
destiny, our own causes, and
our own security.
The only black things that
matter are dollars and votes,
so why not leverage them to
get what we want?
Jim Clingman, founder
of the Greater Cincinnati
African American Chamber
of Commerce, is the nation’s most prolific writer
on economic empowerment
for black people. He can be
reached through his website,
blackonomics.com. He is
the author of Black Dollars
Matter: Teach Your Dollars
How to Make More Sense,
which is available through
his website; professionalpublishinghouse.com and
Amazon Kindle eBooks.

Where are the African-American
and Latina Mark Zuckerbergs
and Cheryl Sandbergs?
By Hill Harper
NNPA News Wire Guest Columnist
The question, which
came
from
a participant
in a minority business
empowerment seminar, quieted the
room. The answer is simple:
“They’re out there. But they
don’t have a data plan.”
That seems glib. But
truth comes best in a simple
package. The digital divide
is real. Millions of brilliant,
creative thinkers are still
left behind, because they
don’t have affordable access
to the Internet. So what can
we do to change this paradigm? We can go mobile.
Mobile technology has
changed our world. Those
of us who are already part
of the mobile revolution
know this innately: to be
without our smartphones is
to be isolated. It’s standing
in a field, watching the train
flash by. It’s trying to find a
book in the dark when oth-

ers are holding flashlights.
But we’re not done yet
– not until we’ve brought
that change across the digital divide. We know what it
means to be connected. And
we know that to fully bring
change, we have to bring
that connection to the populations who today may not
have access. Mobile tools
don’t work when you can’t
get to them.
This issue matters more
than ever because being
“unconnected” now means
so much more than not having the chance to stream
Netflix or send tweets. It
means being unable to access the myriad business
and entrepreneurial opportunities that exist across today’s vibrant technological
landscape. It means not having an on-ramp to healthcare
and educational information
that could transform or save
a life. It means being stuck
in the 20th century at a time
when the 21st century economy is finally kicking into
high gear.

Imagine someone who
isn’t connected or someone
that has a mobile device,
but can’t access more online
data because they exceeded
their monthly allotment. For
them, free data could be the
key. Free data is an offering
that allows you to use more
mobile content without having to worry about exceeding your monthly data allotment.
This leaves more data to
use on other things like social media, and gives you
the option of switching to a
lower cost plan, if you have
too much data left over, because the content you love
is covered by free data program.
It’s expanded opportunity
at no cost. If you see that
you can watch an unlimited
amount of video as part of
a plan, then that might just
be enough to entice you to
cross the digital divide. And
once online, you’ll inevitably use your mobile device
to explore the web, allowing
your device to be the trans-

formative tool that it can be.
Until we get people online, they may not know the
resources on which they’ll
build. Creators and innovators need access to the Web
to connect with others and
to expand their world. Indeed, our embrace of mobile
innovations like streaming
media and free data can
serve as the light we use to
illuminate the world around
those who remain in the digital dark.
Dr. King’s vision of a
“world-wide brotherhood”
comes from those connections, those ties that grow
a fully empowered and engaged community that refuses to let any more opportunities pass us by.
Our vigilance and advocacy will build the momentum
we need to close the digital
divide once and for all. Join
me in this monumental task
and be #MobileLikeMe.
Hill Harper is an American film, television and
stage actor and author.
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Donald Trump: The
treason candidate
By Lee A. Daniels
George Curry Media Columnist
When will the leadership of the Republican
Party do their duty to the
nation and disavow the
candidacy of the wannabe dictator known as
Donald Trump?
That question has in fact been looming over them for months, every since
he used all the tricks of demagoguery
to destroy the supposed “deep bench”
of Republican current and former officeholders in the primaries.
Now, it’s staring them – and us all
– directly in the face because over the
past several weeks Trump has proved
he’s not just unfit for the presidency
(and any public office) in conventional terms. That was clear long before
he began his campaign last June.
No, Trump is now showing the
world that he really is something new
in American politics. He’s a political monster the likes of which we’ve
never seen before as a major party’s
candidate for the presidency. He’s
shown all those Republicans who’ve
taken refuge in cynical calculation
and tortured logic to endorse him, that
there is no bottom to his pathological
narcissism, no limit to his amorality,
no loyalty to the interests of the Republican Party itself, and not a shred
of commitment to following timehonored traditions of American politics, the rule of law, or the principles
of the Constitution.
Trump’s only commitment is to
himself: to avoiding facing Hillary
Clinton in one-on-one debates during
the general election campaign in order to conceal his complete ignorance
of policy issues; to obscuring the
damning evidence media outlets have
been uncovering about his terrible record as a businessman, especially that
involving his “Trump University”
scheme of a decade ago; and to seizing the reins of power so he can establish his vision of the United States of
America – a police state.
So, Instead of discussing his policy
differences with Clinton, he implies
he’ll be making charges of scandalous behavior against them.
So, as law enforcement begins to
investigate the mass murder in Orlando and the nation grieves, Trump
publicly congratulates himself for
having predicted another terrorist attack would occur in the U.S., and then
proposes closing America to all Muslims outside of its borders – and, in
effect, stripping Muslim-Americans
and Muslim nationals inside the U.S.
of their rights.
So, still haunted by President
Obama’s humiliating destruction of
his “Birther” gambit of five years ago,
Trump re-arranges the elements of
Birtherism to declare Obama sympathizes with the terrorists who would
do America and the world harm.
But, in fact, it is Donald Trump who
is the traitor in our midst. When you
accuse the first black president of the
United States of “sympathizing” with
America’s enemies, you’ve made
common cause with the Ku Klux
Klan, and the neo-Nazi, white racist
militia and white Christian Identity
groups that have been peddling that

line since Obama took office.
It’s no wonder those treasonous
groups have flocked to Trump’s campaign, and have no doubt helped stoke
a fierce racist, anti-Semitic and sexist harassment online of journalists
who’ve written critically of Trump.
In much the same way violent white
racists “enforced” white supremacy at
the ground level of the South during
the Jim Crow decades, these people
will be the vigilante enforcers of a
Trump administration’s war against
the media and war against Muslim
Americans and other “undesirables.”
In fact, a small but growing number of Republican office-holders
and conservative pundits have, in so
many words, acknowledged Trump’s
betrayal. They’ve condemned his
practicing a politics of “trickle-down
racism” and staining the public discourse with this and that “textbook
example(s) of racism.”
But, now that polls have clearly
indicated voter reaction to Trump’s
rhetoric is threatening the GOP’s
hold on Congress, pressure is growing for party leaders to attempt a radical course of action Washington Post
conservative pundit Jennifer Rubin
suggested in her June 15 column.
Rubin, wrote that Republican
leaders should first “explain why as
Americans, as conservatives and as
Republicans they have concluded
Trump is unfit to serve and incapable
of improvement. Second, they should
demand that the convention delegates
be entitled to vote their conscience
on the first ballot, and/or demand
Trump’s tax returns. Third, they
should make clear an independent
center-right candidate who is qualified and has a competent operation
would be a savior – either as an alternate, independent candidate or a substitute at the convention for Trump.”
Rubin went on to say she thinks
this scenario possible only if “someone of stature” – such as Speaker of
the House Paul Ryan – calls for it.
And she ends her column with these
words: “If not, Republicans, please
proceed to panic. The election and
possibly your party is going up in
smoke. And you have only yourselves
to blame.”
It is, of course, highly unlikely such
an unprecedented open revolt against
the party’s presumptive nominee will
occur at next month’s Republican
Convention, or that it would succeed
if it did. What is important, however,
is that some with impeccable conservative credentials are suggesting it be
tried. That sense of desperation underscores the fact that many Americans, regardless of party affiliation,
realize Donald Trump, the would-be
dictator, represents a terrible presidential-election first: America’s first
treason candidate.
Lee A. Daniels, a former reporter
for The Washington Post and the New
York Times, is also a former editor
of The National Urban League’s The
State of Black America. He is a keynote speaker and author whose books
include Last Chance: The Political
Threat to Black America. He is writing a book on the Obama years and
the 2016 election. He can be reached
at leedanielsjournalist@gmail.com
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Supreme court ruling imperils
abortion laws in many states
By David Crary
AP National Writer
NEW YORK – By striking
down tough abortion restrictions in Texas, the U.S. Supreme Court has emboldened
abortion-rights activists nationwide and imperiled a range of
anti-abortion laws in numerous
states.
Many anti-abortion leaders were openly disappointed,
bracing for the demise of restrictions that they had worked
vigorously to enact over the
past few years.
The Supreme Court has
decided “the abortion industry will continue to reign unchecked as mothers are subjected to subpar conditions,” said
Heather Weininger, executive
director of Wisconsin Right to
Life.
On the other side of the debate, Planned Parenthood president Cecile Richards hailed
the ruling as “an enormous victory for women,” and joined
her abortion-rights allies in
vowing to quickly seek gains
beyond Texas.
“Far too many women still
face insurmountable barriers,
which is why we are taking this
fight state by state,” she said.
“It’s time to pass state laws to
protect a woman’s constitutional right to abortion, and repeal
ones that block it.”
The Texas rules struck down

The only abortion clinic located in Jackson, Miss.
Monday by the Supreme Court
required doctors who perform
abortions to have admitting
privileges at nearby hospitals
and forced clinics to meet hospital-like standards for outpatient surgery.
Supporters of the Texas law,
and similar laws enacted in other states, said both provisions
were necessary to ensure safe,
high-quality care for women.
Opponents of the laws said
abortion already is a very safe
procedure, and contended the
real motive of the laws was to
reduce women’s access to abortion.
According to the Center for
Reproductive Rights, which led
the legal challenge, similar admitting-privilege requirements

are in effect in Missouri, North
Dakota and Tennessee, and
are on hold in Alabama, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi,
Oklahoma and Wisconsin. The
hospital-like outpatient surgery
standards are in place in Michigan, Missouri, Pennsylvania
and Virginia, and are on hold
in Tennessee, according to the
center.
On Tuesday, the Supreme
Court followed up its Texas
ruling by rejecting appeals
from Mississippi and Wisconsin seeking to put in place
admitting-privilege restrictions
that were struck down by lower
courts.
Mississippi’s law would have
closed the lone abortion clinic
in the state. It required doctors

who perform abortions to be
able to admit patients to a hospital within 30 miles of their
clinics; providers at the clinic
in Jackson had been unable to
obtain such privileges.
“It’s very disappointing, said
the sponsor of the Mississippi
law, state Rep, Sam Mims. “It
seems like these five justices
are more concerned about access to abortion than health
care to the women.”
In Alabama, Attorney General Luther Strange said his
office is ending the legal fight
over its law requiring abortion
doctors to have hospital-admitting privileges. The state had
been appealing a judge’s 2014
decision finding Alabama’s law
unconstitutional.
If the admitting privilege
requirement was enforced, as
many as four of the state’s five
abortion clinics could close.
The legislative director
of Louisiana Right to Life,
Deanna Wallace, said the Supreme Court decision doesn’t
automatically invalidate Louisiana’s Texas-style law, but it
“does not predict a favorable
forecast for its future.”
In several states, including
Oklahoma, Kansas, Michigan
and Missouri, state officials
said they were reviewing the
status of their abortion restrictions in light of the high court
ruling

In Pennsylvania, a Democratic state senator, Daylin
Leach, said he would introduce
legislation seeking to repeal
a 2011 law that tightened requirements at abortion clinics.
The law requires such clinics
to comply with the same safety
standards as outpatient surgery
centers, including requirements
for wider hallways and doorways, bigger operating rooms,
and full-time nurses.
The law was signed by thenGov. Tom Corbett, a Republican, in the aftermath of a
Philadelphia criminal case in
which an abortion provider, Dr.
Kermit Gosnell, was convicted
of killing newborn babies during illegal, late-term abortion
procedures performed in filthy
surroundings.
An abortion-rights lawyer,
Sue Frietsche, said the law inflicted heavy financial burdens
on abortion clinics throughout
Pennsylvania and contributed
to the closure of several of
them.
Looking ahead, a key question for both sides in the abortion debate is to what extent
Monday’s ruling will affect
other types of abortion restrictions, beyond the two provisions at stake in the Texas law.
For example, more than a
dozen states have passed laws
banning most abortions after
20 weeks of pregnancy, on the

disputed premise that a fetus
can feel pain at that stage. Several states have recently banned
dilation-and-extraction, a common second-trimester abortion
technique which opponents
have depicted as “dismemberment abortion.” Some states
now require a 72-hour waiting period before a woman can
have an abortion.
Nancy Northup, CEO of
the Center for Reproductive
Rights, said her legal team will
be reviewing these and other
laws to determine if they are
now vulnerable in the aftermath of Monday’s high court
ruling.
In the ruling, Justice Stephen
Breyer wrote that the Texas
requirements provided few, if
any, health benefits for women,
while placing “an undue burden” on their constitutional
right to seek an abortion.
The question ahead, Northup
said, is whether other types of
state restrictions also pose such
a burden.
“It’s going to be interesting
to see if responsible lawmakers realize they need to start
upholding women’s rights or
continue with this game of
Whack-a-Mole that’s been going on,” said Northup, referring
to states that launched new anti-abortion legislation even as
earlier measures were blocked
by litigation .

Ebony, Jet Magazines
sold to Clear View Group
By Frederick H. Lowe
TriceEdneyWire.com
Johnson Publishing Co. of
Chicago has sold Ebony and Jet
magazines for an undisclosed
price to Clear View Group LLC,
an Austin, Texas-based private
equity firm, to pay down debt
and to concentrate on Fashion
Fair Cosmetics.
“This deal allows JPC to reduce its debt associated with the
media business and focus its attention on the archives and continue to invest in its cosmetics
business, Fashion Fair Cosmetics,” company officials said in a
series of quotes and unattributed
statements but not a news release printed on the company’s
letterhead announcing the sale
of Ebony and Jet.
The deal, which was signed in
May and disclosed Tuesday, includes the assumption of JPC’s
debt. It also continues the dismantling of Johnson Publishing Co., an iconic black-owned
business founded in 1942 by
brilliant entrepreneur John H.
Johnson with the publication of
“Negro Digest.” Mr. Johnson
died in 2005. Even the name
Johnson Publishing Co. may
eventually disappear.
The company once owned a
book division and a radio station. Johnson also was chairman
of Supreme Life Insurance Co.
In 2010, Columbia College
of Chicago purchased for its library Johnson Publishing Company’s 11-story headquarters
on Chicago’s South Michigan
Avenue.
Johnson Publishing sold the
building to pay down debt,
mostly owed to RR Donnelley,
the Chicago-based printing company. Ebony and Jet magazines
moved out of its headquarters
in 2012 and Columbia College
never moved in. Now the building, which was Johnson’s pride

John H. Johnson, founder of Ebony
and Jet magazines
and joy, is again up for sale. The
company is still trying to sell its
archival photo collection.
To shore its sagging finances,
JPC took on a big partner. JP
Morgan Chase, the nation’s largest and the world’s ninth largest bank based on assets, is the
company’s part owner.
Johnson founded Ebony, a
monthly magazine, in 1945 and
Jet, a popular pocketbook size
news weekly with short oneparagraph stories in 1951. Jet
published in every weekly issue
a centerfold of scantly clad black
woman, which was popular with
readers. Jet, a quick read, is now
sold only online. When blacks
mention a black news magazine,
they first mention Jet.
Ebony, however, was JPC’s
moneymaker.
Its initial run of 25,000 copies quickly sold out. At one time
Ebony was on the coffee tables
of every black home in America.
It reported on African-American
life ignored by the white press.
Ebony still has a monthly circulation of 9.3 million, according
to the company’s website.
Lately, Ebony and Jet have
struggled against digital competitors. The deal to sell Ebony
and Jet to Clear View Group follows a rumored failed attempt
by businessman and former

Los Angeles Laker star Erving
“Magic” Johnson to buy the
company and to move it to Los
Angeles.
Ebony and Jet will become
part of Ebony Media, which will
be based in Chicago. Linda Rice
Johnson will serve as chairman
emeritus and a board member of
Ebony Media.
“We are excited about the
future of Ebony Media and the
opportunity to position the enterprise for long term growth,”
Michael Gibson, CEO of Clear
View Group and chairman of
Ebony Media, said in a statement. “Our team has a true understanding of the Ebony brand
as well as its legacy, and is committed to providing its audience
with premium content across all
media platforms.”
Clear View Group specializes
in private equity acquisitions of
U.S. based, middle market companies, company officials said in
a news release.
Johnson Publishing Co. will
continue to invest in Fashion
Fair Cosmetics, which was
founded by Eunice Johnson,
JPC’s cofounder, in 1973. But
the company may drop JPC’s
name.
Desiree Rogers, JPC’s CEO,
will focus on Fashion Fair Cosmetics.
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS FOR

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS FOR

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS FOR
CONSTRUCTION AND RELATED SERVICES
IN CONNECTION WITH
THE FIFTH FLOOR ENVIRONMENTAL REMEDIATION
& RENOVATIONS AT
JACKSON-MEDGAR WILEY EVERS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
(JMAA PROJECT NO. 003-15)

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS FOR
CONSTRUCTION AND RELATED SERVICES
IN CONNECTION WITH
THE REHABILITATION OF RUNWAY 16R/34L, TAXIWAY ALPHA
AND CROSS CONNECTOR TAXIWAYS AT
JACKSON-MEDGAR WILEY EVERS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
(JMAA PROJECT NO. 005-11; AIP PROJECT NO. NOT ASSIGNED)

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS FOR
CONSTRUCTION AND RELATED SERVICES
IN CONNECTION WITH
THE ROADWAY SIGNAGE AND IMPROVEMENTS AT THE
JACKSON-MEDGAR WILEY EVERS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
(JMAA PROJECT NO. 001-15)

The Jackson Municipal Airport Authority (“JMAA”) will receive sealed bids
at the Jackson- Medgar Wiley Evers International Airport (“JAN”), Main Terminal Building, Suite 300, in the City of Jackson, Rankin County, Mississippi, until 2:00 p.m. central time August 10, 2016 (the “Bid Deadline”), for
construction and related services in connection with the Fifth Floor Environmental Remediation and Renovations Project at the Jackson-Medgar Wiley
Evers International Airport (the “Work”).

The Jackson Municipal Airport Authority (“JMAA”) will receive sealed bids at
the Jackson- Medgar Wiley Evers International Airport (“JAN”), Main Terminal
Building, Suite 300, in the City of Jackson, Rankin County, Mississippi, until
10:00 a.m. central time on July 21, 2016 (the “Bid Deadline”), for construction
and related services in connection with the Rehabilitation of Runway 16R/34L,
Taxiway Alpha and Cross Connector Taxiways at the Jackson-Medgar Wiley
Evers International Airport (the “Work”).

JMAA will publicly open and read aloud all bids at 2:05 p.m. central time
August 10, 2016 (the “Bid Opening”), in the Community Room, Third Floor
of the Main Terminal Building at JAN.

JMAA will publicly open and read aloud all bids at 10:05 a.m. central time on
July 21, 2016 (the “Bid Opening”), in the Community Room, Third Floor of the
Main Terminal Building at JAN.

The outside or exterior of each bid envelope or container of the bid must be
marked with the bidder’s Mississippi Certificate of Responsibility Number
and with the wording: “Fifth Floor Environmental Remediation and Renovations Project at JAN, JMAA Project No. 003-15.” Bid proposals, amendments to bids, or requests for withdrawal of bids received by JMAA after
the Bid Deadline will not be considered for any cause whatsoever. JMAA
invites Bidders and their authorized representatives to be present at the
Bid Opening.

The outside or exterior of each bid envelope or container of the bid must
be marked with the bidder’s Mississippi Certificate of Responsibility Number
and with the wording: “Rehabilitation of Runway 16R/34L, Taxiway Alpha and
Cross Connector Taxiways Project at JAN, JMAA Project No. 005-11.” Bid
proposals, amendments to bids, or requests for withdrawal of bids received
by JMAA after the Bid Deadline will not be considered for any cause whatsoever. JMAA invites Bidders and their authorized representatives to be present
at the Bid Opening.

JMAA will award the Work to the lowest and best bidder as determined by
JMAA in accordance with the criteria set forth in the Information for Bidders.
The Information for Bidders contains, among other things, a copy of this
Advertisement for Bids, Instructions to Bidders and an Agreement to be executed by JMAA and the lowest and best bidder. Any Addenda issued clarifying and/or changing plans and specifications; clarifying and/or changing
instructions in the Instruction to Bidders; and/or answering questions in
relation to the Instruction to Bidders, including plans and specifications,
shall become part of the Information for Bidders. Plans and specifications
related to the Work are considered a part of the Agreement.

JMAA will award the Work to the lowest and best bidder as determined by
JMAA in accordance with the criteria set forth in the Information for Bidders.
The Information for Bidders contains, among other things, a copy of this Advertisement for Bids, Instructions to Bidders and an Agreement to be executed by JMAA and the lowest and best bidder. Any Addenda issued clarifying
and/or changing plans and specifications; clarifying and/or changing instructions in the Instruction to Bidders; and/or answering questions in relation to
the Instruction to Bidders, including plans and specifications, shall become
part of the Information for Bidders. Plans and specifications related to the
Work are considered a part of the Agreement.

The Information for Bidders, including plans and specifications, is on file
and open for public inspection at JAN at the following address:

The Information for Bidders, including plans and specifications, is on file and
open for public inspection at JAN at the following address:

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Jackson-Medgar Wiley Evers International Airport
Suite 300, Main Terminal Building
100 International Drive
Jackson, Mississippi 39208
Telephone: (601) 939-5631 ext. 462
Facsimile: (601) 939-3713
Attention: Joyce Tillman, Facility Engineer

A copy of the Bid Documents (including plans and specifications for the
Work) may be obtained upon payment of a $100.00 refundable fee per set.
Bid documents must be returned to the printer in useable condition for purchase cost to be refunded. The Architect for this Project reserves the right
to determine quality of plans upon return. Payment for the bid documents
is to be in the form of a company or cashier’s check made payable to Sir
Speedy Printing. The check may be presented upon pick-up of the Bid Documents at the following address or may be mailed to the following address:

		
Sir Speedy Printing
		
2701 North State Street
		
Jackson, MS 39216
		
Telephone: (601) 981-3045
		
Facsimile: (601) 362-2909
		Email: speedy3401@aol.com

Bid Documents may be picked up or shipped to the person making the
request. Documents will not be distributed or mailed, however, until payment is received.

JMAA will hold a Pre-Bid Conference at 10:00 a.m. central time on July
13, 2016, in the Community Room, 3rd Floor Mezzanine Level, at the Main
Terminal Building at the Jackson-Medgar Wiley Evers International Airport,
100 International Drive, Jackson, MS 39208. Attendance at the Pre-Bid
Conference is mandatory for all those submitting bids as a Prime Contractor for the Work. Identified Sub-Contractors and or persons seeking opportunities to provide work as a Sub-Contractor are encouraged to attend the
pre-bid conference, though attendance is not mandatory.

JMAA reserves the right to amend the plans and specifications for the Work
by Addendum issued before the Bid Deadline; to reject any and all bids; to
waive informalities in the bidding process; and to hold and examine bids for
up to ninety (90) days before awarding the Contract.

If it becomes necessary to revise any aspect of this Request for Bids or
to provide additional information to Bidders, JMAA will issue one or more
Addenda by posting on JMAA’s website (http://jmaa.com/RFQrfb-center/).
JMAA will also endeavor to deliver a copy of each Addendum, to all persons
on record with JMAA as receiving a copy of the Information for Bidders, via
email.

JMAA has established a DBE participation goal of 22% for the Work solicited by this RFB.

JACKSON MUNICIPAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY

DATE: July 22, 2016
			
			

Jackson-Medgar Wiley Evers International Airport
Suite 300, Main Terminal Building
100 International Drive
Jackson, Mississippi 39208
Telephone: (601) 939-5631 ext. 462
Facsimile: (601) 939-3713
Attention: Meenakshi Nieto, A.A.E.
Director of Capital Programming

A copy of the Bid Documents (including plans and specifications for the Work)
may be obtained upon payment of a $100.00 refundable fee per set. Bid
documents must be returned to the printer in useable condition for purchase
cost to be refunded. The Engineer for this Project reserves the right to determine quality of plans upon return. Payment for the bid documents is to be in
the form of a company or cashier’s check made payable to IMS Engineers,
PA. The check may be presented upon pick-up of the Bid Documents at the
following address or may be mailed to the following address:
		
IMS Engineers, PA
		
126 East Amite Street
		
Jackson, MS 39206
		
Telephone: (601) 968-9194
		
Facsimile: (601) 968-9192
		Email: tjavant@imsengineers.com

The Jackson Municipal Airport Authority (“JMAA”) will receive sealed bids at
the Jackson-Medgar Wiley Evers International Airport (“JAN”), Main Terminal
Building, Suite 300, in the City of Jackson, Rankin County, Mississippi, until 2:00
p.m. central time on August 12, 2016 (the “Bid Deadline”), for construction and
related services in connection with the Roadway Signage and Improvements at
the Jackson-Medgar Wiley Evers International Airport (the “Work”).
JMAA will publicly open and read aloud all bids at 2:05 p.m. central time on August 12, 2016 (the “Bid Opening”), in the Community Room, Third Floor of the
Main Terminal Building at JAN.

The outside or exterior of each bid envelope or container of the bid must be
marked with the bidder’s Mississippi Certificate of Responsibility Number and
with the wording: “Roadway Signage and Improvements Project at JAN, JMAA
Project No. 001-15.” Bid proposals, amendments to bids, or requests for withdrawal of bids received by JMAA after the Bid Deadline will not be considered for
any cause whatsoever. JMAA invites Bidders and their authorized representatives to be present at the Bid Opening.

JMAA will award the Work to the lowest and best bidder as determined by JMAA
in accordance with the criteria set forth in the Information for Bidders. The Information for Bidders contains, among other things, a copy of this Advertisement
for Bids, Instructions to Bidders and an Agreement to be executed by JMAA
and the lowest and best bidder. Any Addenda issued clarifying and/or changing
plans and specifications; clarifying and/or changing instructions in the Instruction to Bidders; and/or answering questions in relation to the Instruction to Bidders, including plans and specifications, shall become part of the Information for
Bidders. Plans and specifications related to the Work are considered a part of
the Agreement.
The Information for Bidders is on file and open for public inspection at JAN at
the following address:
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Jackson-Medgar Wiley Evers International Airport
Suite 300, Main Terminal Building
100 International Drive Jackson, Mississippi 39208
Telephone: (601) 939-5631 ext. 536
Facsimile: (601) 939-3713
Attention: Meenakshi Nieto, A.A.E.
Director of Capital Programming

A copy of the Bid Documents (including plans and specifications for the Work)
may be obtained upon payment of a $100.00 refundable fee per set. Bid documents must be returned to the printer in useable condition for purchase cost to
be refunded. The Architect for this Project reserves the right to determine quality
of plans upon return. Payment for the bid documents is to be in the form of a
company or cashier’s check made payable to Sir Speedy Printing. The check
may be presented upon pick-up of the Bid Documents at the following address
or may be mailed to the following address:
		
Sir Speedy Printing
		
2701 North State Street
		
Jackson, MS 39216
		
Telephone: (601) 981-3045
		
Facsimile: (601) 362-2909
		Email: speedif3401@aol.com
Bid Documents may be picked up or shipped to the person making the request.
Documents will not be distributed or mailed, however, until payment is received.

Bid Documents may be picked up or shipped to the person making the request. Documents will not be distributed or mailed, however, until payment
is received.
JMAA will hold a Pre-Bid Conference at 10:00 a.m. central time on July 7,
2016, in the Community Room, 3rd Floor Mezzanine Level, at the Main Terminal Building at the Jackson-Medgar Wiley Evers International Airport, 100 International Drive, Jackson, MS 39208. Attendance at the Pre-Bid Conference
is mandatory for all those submitting bids as a Prime Contractor for the Work.
Identified Sub-Contractors and or persons seeking opportunities to provide
work as a Sub-Contractor are encouraged to attend the pre-bid conference,
though attendance is not mandatory.
JMAA reserves the right to amend the plans and specifications for the Work
by Addendum issued before the Bid Deadline; to reject any and all bids; to
waive informalities in the bidding process; and to hold and examine bids for
up to ninety (90) days before awarding the Contract.
If it becomes necessary to revise any aspect of this Request for Bids or
to provide additional information to Bidders, JMAA will issue one or more
Addenda by posting on JMAA’s website (http://jmaa.com/RFQrfb-center/).
JMAA will also endeavor to deliver a copy of each Addendum, to all persons
on record with JMAA as receiving a copy of the Information for Bidders, via
email.
JMAA has established a DBE participation goal of 22% for the Work solicited
by this RFB.

JMAA will hold a Pre-Bid Conference at 10:00 a.m. central time on July 14,2016,
in the Community Room, 3rd Floor Mezzanine Level, at the Main Terminal Building at the Jackson-Medgar Wiley Evers International Airport, 100 International
Drive, Jackson, MS 39208. Attendance at the Pre-Bid Conference is mandatory
for all those submitting bids as a Prime Contractor for the Work. Identified SubContractors and or persons seeking opportunities to provide work as a SubContractor are encouraged to attend the pre-bid conference, though attendance
is not mandatory.
JMAA reserves the right to amend the plans and specifications for the Work by
Addendum issued before the Bid; to waive informalities in the bidding process;
and to hold and examine bids for up to ninety (90) days before awarding the
Contract.

If it becomes necessary to revise any aspect of this Request for Bids or to provide additional information to Bidders, JMAA will issue one or more Addenda by
posting on JMAA’s website (littp://jinaa.com/RFQrtb-center/). JMAA will also endeavor to deliver a copy of each Addendum, to all persons on record with JMAA
as receiving a copy of the Information for Bidders, via email.
JMAA has established a DBE participation goal of 14% for the Work solicited
by this RFB.
JACKSON MUNICIPAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY
DATE: July 22, 2016 /s/ Carl D. Newman, A.A. E.
Carl D. Newman, A.A. E., Chief Executive Officer
6/23/2016, 6/30/2016

JACKSON MUNICIPAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY

/s/ Carl D. Newman, A.A. E.
Carl D. Newman, A.A. E.,
Chief Executive Officer
6/23/2016 6/30/2016

DATE: June 22, 2016
			
			

/s/ Carl D. Newman, A.A. E.
Carl D. Newman, A.A. E.,
Chief Executive Officer
6/23/2016 6/30/2016

LEGAL
SECTION 901
ADVERTISEMENT
City of Jackson, MISSISSIPPI
Federal Aid Project No. SRSP-0250-00(035) LPA 105812.401000, Barr
Elementary School

The City Clerk of the City of Jackson, Mississippi, will receive bids for the Safe
Route to School Project of Barr Elementary School for a project length of .72
miles, Federal Aid Project No. SRSP-0250-00(035) LPA 105812-401000 no
later than 3:30 PM Local Time, July 19, 2016 at the City of Jackson located
at 219 South President Street, Jackson Mississippi. All bids so received will be
publicly opened and read aloud.

The work shall consist essentially of the following items:
The installation of sidewalks, and warning signs. And the maintenance of existing warning signs, traffic signals and signal pole. All other related items of
work required to complete the project as shown and specified in the Contract
Documents.

The above general outline of features of the work does not in any way limit the
responsibility of the contractor to perform all work and furnish all plant, labor,
equipment and materials required by the specifications and the drawings referred to therein.

The attention of bidders is directed to the Contract Provisions governing selection and employment of labor. Minimum wage rates for Federal-Aid projects
have been predetermined by the Secretary of Labor and are subject to Public
Law 87-581 Work Hours Act of 1962, as set forth in the Contract Provisions.

The City of Jackson hereby notifies all Bidders that it will affirmatively insure
that in any contract entered into pursuant to this advertisement, disadvantaged
and women’s business enterprises will be afforded the full opportunity to submit
bids in response to this invitation and will not be discriminated against on the
grounds of race, color, or national origin in consideration for an award.

The award of this contract will be contingent upon the Contractor satisfying the
DBEANBE requirements.
The Contract Documents are on file and may be examined at the following
locations: 1. City of Jackson Office (Engineering Division), 219 South President Street, Jackson Mississippi. 2. IMS Engineers, 126 E. Amite Street, Jackson Mississippi, 39201 All documents required for bidding purposes may be
obtained from Engineering Service located at 126 E. Amite Street, Jackson
Mississippi, 39201 upon payment of $100.00 for each set, which will not be
refunded.
Each bid shall be accompanied by a Certified Check on a solvent bank or a
Bidder’s Bond issued by a Surety Company licensed to operate in the State of
Mississippi, in the amount of five percent (5%) of the total bid price, payable to
the City Jackson as bid security. Bidders shall also submit a current financial
statement, if requested by the City. The successful bidder will be required to
furnish a Performance Bond and a Payment bond each in the amount of one
hundred percent (100%) of the contract amount.
The proposal and contract documents in its entirety shall be submitted in a
sealed envelope and deposited with the City Clerk of the City of Jackson, 219
South President Street, Jackson, Mississippi prior to the hour and date above
designated.
Work to be performed shall be in accordance with the “Mississippi State Highway Standard Specifications for Road and Bridge Construction, 2004”, together
with all amendments and/or special provisions and/or addenda to the standards
duly approved and adopted, unless otherwise noted in these specifications.

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Advertisement for Bid
Bid 3045 - Key Elementary School Parking Lot Resurfacing
Sealed, written formal bid proposals for the above bid will be received by the
Board of Trustees of the Jackson Public School District, in the Business Office,
662 South President Street, Jackson, Mississippi, until 10:00 A.M. (Local Prevailing Time) August 01, 2016, at which time and place they will be publicly opened
and read aloud. A Pre-Bid Conference concerning the project will be held at Key
Elementary School, 699 W. McDowell Road, Jackson, MS 39204, on July 20,
2016 at 9:00 A.M. Attendance at the pre-bid conference is non-mandatory but
strongly suggested. The Board of Trustees reserves the right to reject any and
all bids, to waive informalities, and to withhold the acceptance of any bid if approved for forty-five calendar days from the date bids are opened. A $125.00
non-refundable deposit shall be required on each set of plans and specifications.
Hardcopies of proposal forms and detailed specifications may be obtained from
SOL Engineering Services, LLC, 106 S. President Street, Suite 400, Jackson MS
39201, Phone: 601-961-1415, x- 218, Fax: 601-960-0420. Electronic copies may
be obtained from ABC Plan Room.
6/30/2016, 7/7/2016

CLASSIFIED
WANTED: Attendants for shoe shine concession located @ the Jackson
Municipal Airport. No experience needed. Full time and part time. Must be
a people person and a reliable person. All are welcome to apply, except
those with criminal backgrounds. Email cnelson@slmnc.com or call 919
796 2587
6/9 6/16 6/23 6/30 7/7 7/14 7/21 7/28

Cryptogram Solution

The attention of Bidders is directed to the provisions of Subsection 102.07 pertaining to irregular proposals and rejection of bids.
Kishia L. Powell, Director		
Department of Public Works		
Terry Williamson
Deputy City Attorney

Gus McCoy
Chief Administrative Officer

6/30/2016, 7/7/2016
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING OF THE
JACKSON HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT THE JACKSON HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION (JHPC) WILL
HOLD ITS MONTHLY MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC ON WEDNESDAY, JULY 20, 2016, AT 12:00 P.M.
IN THE ANDREW JACKSON CONFERENCE ROOM (RM. 105) OF THE WARREN HOOD BUILDING, 200
SOUTH PRESIDENT STREET, JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI.
I. APPLICATIONS FOR CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS
A. OLD BUSINESS
1. CASE NO. 2016-11, REQUEST BY: CHRIST TEMPLE CHURCH OF HOLINESS (APPLICANT:
VERNON ARCHER) TO DEMOLISH A HOUSE LOCATED AT 835 N. LAMAR STREET IN THE FARISH STREET HISTORIC DISTRICT.
2. CASE NO. 2016-12, REQUEST BY: TANDEM INVESTMENTS, LLC (APPLICANT: JENNIFER
WELCH) TO DEMOLISH A HOUSE LOCATED AT 758 LORRAINE STREET, IN THE BELHAVEN
HISTORIC DISTRICT.
3. CASE NO. 2016-13, REQUEST BY CHRIS SEWARD TO CONSTRUCT A GATE, PERGOLA,
AND CIRCULAR DRIVE WAY FOR THE HOME LOCATED AT 132 PINEHAVEN DRIVE IN THE
BELHAVEN HISTORIC DISTRICT.
B. NEW BUSINESS
1. CASE NO. 2016-15, REQUEST BY: RUFFIN LOWRY (APPLICANT: TIM TAYLOR) TO DEMOLISH
EXISTING CARPORT AND REPLACE WITH MODIFIED GARAGE AND OTHER SITE MODIFICATIONS LOCATED AT 1446 ST. ANN STREET IN THE BELHAVEN HISTORIC DISTRICT
2. CASE NO. 2016-16, REQUEST BY: WALT WOFFORD (OWNER) TO CONSTRUCT A CARPORT,
LIMESTONE PARKING AREA, AND SCREENED PORCH WITH OTHER SITE MODIFICATIONS
TO THE PROPERTY LOCATED AT 1331 SAINT MARY STREET IN THE BELHAVEN HISTORIC
DISTRICT.
3. CASE NO. 2016-17, REQUEST BY: HISTORIC PRESSERVATION COMMSSION FOR THE DEVELOPERS OF MOUNT HELM TO APPEAR BEOFRE THE COMMISSION REGUARDING VIOLATIONS IN THE FARISH STREET HISTORIC DISTRICT
II. OTHER ITEMS
III. ADJOURN
6/23/2016, 6/30/2016

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
TAX INCREMENT FINANCING PLAN
JWH EQUIPMENT PROJECT
CITY OF JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI, MAY 2016
Notice is hereby given that the Mayor and City Council of
the City of Jackson, Mississippi (the “Governing Body” of the
“City”), will hold a public hearing on JULY 12, 2016, at 6:00
o’clock p.m. at the regular meeting place of the Governing Body at the City Hall of the City of Jackson, 219 South
President Street, Jackson, Mississippi, on the Tax Increment
Financing Plan, JWH Equipment Project, City of Jackson, Mississippi, May 2016 (the “TIF Plan”), for consideration by the
Governing Body and requesting that the TIF Plan be approved
in compliance with The City of Jackson, Tax Increment Financing Redevelopment Plan, and further, to designate the project
described in the TIF Plan as appropriate for development and
tax increment financing.
The general scope of the TIF Plan is a proposal that the
City, acting on behalf of itself and Hinds County, Mississippi
(the “County”), will issue tax increment financing bonds (the
“Bonds”), in an amount not to exceed Six Hundred Thousand
Dollars ($600,000), in order to provide funds necessary to pay
for the cost of acquiring and constructing various infrastructure improvements in connection with the Project (as defined
in the TIF Plan), which may include, but are not necessarily
limited to, installation, rehabilitation and/or relocation of utilities such as water, sanitary sewer, construction, renovation, or
rehabilitation of drainage improvements, roadways, curbs, gutters, sidewalks, site improvements, surface parking, relocation
of electrical lines, lighting, signalization, landscaping of rightsof-way, related architectural/engineering fees, attorney’s fees,
TIF Plan preparation fees, issuance costs, capitalized interest
and other related soft costs (collectively, the “Infrastructure Improvements”).
The Bonds shall be secured by a pledge by the City of the
incremental increase in sales tax rebates and ad valorem tax

revenues from real and personal property located within the
TIF District, as described in the TIF Plan, and will never be a
general obligation of the City secured by the full faith, credit,
and taxing power of the City or create any other pecuniary liability on the part of the City other than the pledge of the incremental increase in the ad valorem taxes and sales tax rebates
set forth above. To support the Bonds, the County is expected
to pledge not to exceed fifty percent (50%) of the incremental
increase in ad valorem tax revenues generated by the County’s general fund millage on real and personal property located
within the TIF District. The Bonds will likewise never be a general obligation of the County secured by the full faith, credit,
and taxing power of the County.
Construction of the Infrastructure Improvements and payment
of the Bonds issued pursuant to the TIF Plan will be paid as
hereinabove set forth and will not require an increase in any
kind or type of taxes within the City or the County.
Copies of the TIF Plan and the Redevelopment Plan are available for examination in the office of the City Clerk in Jackson,
Mississippi.
The City and the County may exercise their authority under
Chapter 45 of Title 21, Mississippi Code of 1972, as amended (the “Act”), individually or jointly, pursuant to an Interlocal
Cooperation Agreement as authorized by Sections 21-45-3 et
seq., Mississippi Code of 1972, as amended. This hearing is
being called and conducted, and the TIF Plan has been prepared as authorized and required by Sections 21-45-1 et seq.,
Mississippi Code of 1972, as amended.
Witness my signature and seal, this the 3rd day of May, 2016.
S/Kristi Moore
KRISTI MOORE, City Clerk
(SEAL)
6/30/2016
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Reeds Metals
Rigid Frame Buildings

The Mississippi Link
Pick Up

At The Following Locations:

An Advertiser’s Best Friend?
NEWSPAPERS!

7 out of 10 read ‘em!
Shouldn’t your business ad be
where everybody is looking?
60% of Mississippians cite newspapers
as the advertising source they rely on most, making the paper
Mississippi’s #1 local advertising source!

Regional Rates:

J A C K S O N
UPTON TIRE
BULLY’S RESTAURANT
Countyline Road and State Street
PASS
3118 Livingston Road
MURPHY USA
3.792 x 4
CASH & CARRY
6394 Ridgewood Rd (North Jackson)
REVELL ACE HARDWARE
Capitol Street and Monument Street
Terry Rd (South Jackson)
CITY HALL
RITE AID
219 S President St
380 W. Woodrow Wilson Ave
GARRETT OFFICE COMPLEX
RITE AID
2659 Livingston Road
114 E. McDowell Rd
DOLLAR GENERAL
RITE AID
3957 Northview Dr (North Jackson)
6075 Old Canton Rd
DOLLAR GENERAL
2030 N Siwell Rd
C A N T O N
DOLLAR GENERAL
A&I
4331 Highway 80W
716 Roby Street - Canton, MS
DOLLAR GENERAL
B&B
5990 Medgar Evers Blvd
702 West North Street - Canton, MS
DOLLAR GENERAL
BOUTIQUE STORE
1214 Capitol St (Downtown Jackson)
3355 North Liberty - Canton, MS
DOLLAR GENERAL
BULLY’S STORE
304 Briarwood Dr
Church Street - Canton, MS
DOLLAR GENERAL
COMMUNITY MART
2855 McDowell Rd
743 Ruby Street - Canton, MS
DOLLAR GENERAL
FRYER LANE GROCERY
104 Terry Rd
Martin Luther King Drive - Canton, MS
JJ MOBIL
HAMLIN FLORAL DESIGN
Northside Drive and Flagg Chapel
285 Peace Street - Canton, MS
LIBERTY BANK AND TRUST
JOE’S SANDWICH & GROCERY
2325 Livingston Rd.
507 Church Street - Canton, MS
MCDADE’S MARKET
K & K ONE STOP
Northside Drive
110 West Fulton Street - Canton, MS
MCDADE’S MARKET #2
LACY’S INSURANCE
653 Duling Avenue
421 Peace Street - Canton, MS
PICADILLY CAFETERIA
SOUL SET BARBER SHOP
Jackson Medical Mall
Shouldn’t your
business
ad- Canton,
be
257 Peace
Street
MS
350 W Woodrow Wilson Avenue
TRAILER
PARK
GROCERY
where everybody is looking?
SHELL FOOD MART
22 Westside Drive - Canton, MS
5492 Watkins Drive
B Y R A M
60% of Mississippians cite newspapers
SPORTS MEDICINE
DOLLAR GENERAL
they rely
on most,
makingDr.
the paper
Fortification and I-55as the advertising source 125
Swinging
Bridge
local advertising
source!
TWO SISTERS KITCHEN Mississippi’s #1
HAVIOR’S
AUTO
CARE
707 North Congress - Jackson, MS
5495 I-55 South Frontage Road

An Advertiser’s Best Friend?
NEWSPAPERS!

7 out of 10 read ‘em!

Regional Rates:

Approximately 30 newspapers per region.

Approximately 30 newspapers per region.

2 column x 2 inch - 1 region = $450
2 column x 4 inch - 1 region = $900
2 column x 6 inch - 1 region = $1350
3 column x 10.5 inch - 1 region - starting at $2100

2 column x 2 inch - 1 region = $450
2 column x 4 inch - 1 region = $900
2 column x 6 inch - 1 region = $1350
3 column x 10.5 inch - 1 region - starting at $2100

Mississippi Statewide and Out of State Rates Available.

Mississippi Statewide and Out of State Rates Available.

One Contact - One Order - One Payment

Mississippi
Services
48 Press
Web
Sue3.556
Hicks, 601-981-3060
x4

3.792 x 6

VOWELL’S MARKET PLACE
5777 Terry Road
CITY HALL
Terry Road
C L I N T O N
DOLLAR GENERAL
807 Berkshire St - Clinton, MS
R I D G E L A N D
RITE AID
398 Hwy 51
T E R R Y
SERVICE STATION
at Exit 78
CITY HALL
West Cunningham Avenue
R A Y M O N D
HINDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
WELCOME CENTER
505 E. Main Street
SUNFLOWER GROCERY
122 Old Port Gibson Street,
Raymond, MS
LOVE FOOD MART
120 E. Main Street,
Raymond, MS
RAYMOND PUBLIC LIBRARY
126 W. Court Street, Raymond, MS
RAYMOND CITY HALL
110 Courtyard Square, Raymond
U T I C A
HUBBARD’S TRUCK STOP
Mississippi Hwy 27
PITT STOP
101 Hwy 18 & 27
B O L T O N
BOLTON LIBRARY
BOLTON CITY HALL

One Contact - One Order - One Payment

To Place Your Statewide Classified Ad Order, Call 601-981-3060.

Mississippi
Press Services
46 Web

C l a s s e s -T r a i n i n g

Home Security

Weight Control

MEDICAL BILLING TRAINEES NEEDED! Train at home for a career working
with Medical Billing and Insurance
Claims. Online training can get you
ready! Call for FREE brochure! HS
Diploma / GED and computer / internet
needed. 1-877-259-3880.

PROTECT YOUR HOME with fully customizable security and 24/7 monitoring
right from your smart-phone. Receive
up to $1500 in equipment, free
(restrictions apply). Call 1-800-815-5610

START
LOSING
WEIGHT
with
Nutrisystem’s
All-New Turbo 10
Plus! Free Shakes are available to help
crush your hunger!* Call us now at 1800-973-8817 *Conditions may apply.

3.33 x 4Sue Hicks, 601-981-3060

Computers
COMPUTER PROBLEMS - viruses,
lost data, hardware or software
issues? Contact Geeks On Site! 24/7
Service. Friendly Repair Experts. Macs and
PCs. Call for FREE diagnosis. 1-800-5830945

Employment- General
CITY
OF
GRENADA
VACANCY
ANNOUNCEMENT - CITY MANAGER.
City of Grenada, Mississippi, population
approximately 13,092. Salary commensurate with experience. Projected salary
range $70,000 - $90,000, plus use of
city automobile. Seven member CouncilManager form of government, with
approximately 190 employees. Applicant
must have a degree in Public
Administration or related field and five (5)
years demonstrated experience in City or
County Government. Submit a cover letter
and three references to: City of Grenada
- P.O. Box 310 - Grenada, MS 38902.
Attention: “City Manager Applications.”
CLOSE OUT: September 1, 2016. The
City of Grenada is an Equal Opportunity
Employer.

E m p l o y m e n t-T r u c k i n g
DRIVER TRAINEES NOW. Being Trained
and Hired for McElroy Truck Lines. NO
OTR! GUARANTEED HOME EVERY
WEEKEND! •Local CDL Training• Earn
$55k - $60k. Call today. 1-888-5407364.
L. E. TUCKER & SON, INC. Team drivers needed to run from S.E. to West
Coast. Late model conventional tractors.
Home weekly. Benefits package. Pearl,
MS. 1-800-647-5494.
OWNER OPERATORS ONLY! 80%
Gross on Flatbed Freight! Home
Weekends. Permits Provided. File/Pay Fuel
Taxes. Owner Operators Lease Today!
CDL-A, 25 years, 2 years OTR experience. 870-336-9051

For Rent

1,300 Sq. Ft.
Office Space

For Lease

North Jackson
601-981-3060

Mobile Homes
MOBILE
WITH ACREAGE.
3.556 xHOMES
6
Ready to move in. Seller Financing (subject to credit approval). Lots of room for
the price. 3 bedroom, 2 bath. No renters.
601-718-0295

Services-Misc.
AT&T U-VERSE INTERNET starting at
$15 per month or TV and Internet starting
at $49 per month for 12 months with 1
year agreement. Call 1-800-961-8976 to
learn more.
DISH TV 190 CHANNELS plus
Highspeed
Internet
Only
$49.95/mo! Ask about a 3 year price
guarantee & get Netflix included for 1
year!
Call Today 1-800-319-2526
ULTIMATE BUNDLE from DIRECTV
and AT&T. 2 Year Price Guarantee. Just
$89.99 / month (TV / fast internet /
phone). FREE Whole-Home Genie HDDVR Upgrade. New customers only. Call
today.
1-800-215-6713

Services-Financial
CREDIT CARD DEBT CRUSHING
YOU? Call DEBT ACTION GROUP. For
limited time, retain our services for FREE.
Slash or Eliminate your balances! Call for
details: 1-800-507-1839

Services-Legal
DIVORCE WITH or WITHOUT children $125. Includes name change and
property settlement agreement. SAVE
hundreds. Fast and easy. Call 1-888733-7165, 24/7.
SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFITS. Unable to work? Denied benefits?
We can help! WIN or pay nothing! Start
your application today! Call Bill Gordon
& Associates. 1-800-706-3616.

Services-Medical
A PLACE FOR MOM. The nation’s
largest senior living referral service.
Contact our trusted, local experts today!
Our service is FREE - no obligation. Call
1-800-514-5471.
CANADIAN MEDS - MISSISSIPPI.
Locally owned and operated discount
walk-in service center. Up to 80% savings
with the advantage of our world-wide discount pharmacies. $25 off first prescription plus free shipping. 601658-9797
STOP OVERPAYING FOR YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS! SAVE! Call our licensed
Canadian and International pharmacy,
compare prices and get $25 off your first
prescription! Call 1-800-823-2564.
Promo Code CDC201625.
PROMOTE YOUR SPECIAL SERVICES
STATEWIDE with an advertisement in the
MS Classified Advertising Network. Call
Sue to get started advertising at 601-9813060.

Place Your Classified Ad

STATEWIDE
In 95 Newspapers!

STATEWIDE RATES:
Up to 25 words...........$210
1 col. x 2 inch.............$525
1 col. x 3 inch.............$785
1 col. x 4 inch...........$1050
Nationwide Placement Available
To Place Your Ad Order Call:

MS Press Services
601-981-3060
Week of June 26, 2016
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Payton - JSU’s legendary golf coach - retires
Mississippi Link Newswire
Eddie Payton, Jackson State
University’s head golf coach,
has retired from the position after leading the Tigers and Lady
Tigers programs for 30 years.
During his tenure the trailblazing men’s golf team won 25
conference championships and
eight National Minority titles.
In 1995 the Tigers made history
by becoming the first HBCU to
compete in the NCAA Men’s
National Golf Championships.
“Following my professional
football career, it was an honor and privilege to return to
my alma mater as head golf
coach,” said Payton. “It was an
opportunity for me to give back
to the University that had given
me so much.”
Payton helped start the women’s golf program in 1994 and
the Lady Tigers went on to
win 16 SWAC titles. The Lady
Tigers program also holds a
special place in history by becoming the first women’s team
from an HBCU to compete
in the NCAA National Golf
Championship in 1999.
“My goal when I returned to
coach golf at JSU, was to win a
national title. Unfortunately we
came up short. But it was not
from a lack of trying.”
Ninety percent of Payton’s
golfers graduated and the program has received the NCAA’s
Public Recognition Award
three times (men’s golf in
2013-14 and women’s golf in
2009-10 and 2010-11).

JSU 1988-1989 golf team
Eddie Payton (far left) is shown with Jackson State University’s first golf team for the
1986-1987 season.

JSU 1994-1995 golf team

JSU’s 2012 SWAC women’s championship golf team
Tim O’Neal, A.J. Montecinos, Shasta Averyhardt and
Clay Myers are some of the
standouts who went on to have

professional golf careers during Payton’s tenure.
Payton’s retirement begins
July 1. Jackson State will hold

an official retirement party
for Payton at a
later date.
JSU 1996-1997 golf team

Alcorn Braves to have 5
Jackson State Women’s Basketball
televised games this season announces newest Lady Tigers

Mississippi Link Newswire
A slew of new spectators will get the
chance to witness the Alcorn State University Braves football team take the field this
upcoming season.
The defending Southwestern Athletic
Conference champions will have five
televised games in the 2016 season. The
Braves will kick off their television appearances in Daytona Beach, Fla., for the
Sept. 4 MEAC/SWAC Challenge against
the Bethune-Cookman University Wildcats at noon on ESPN.
Following the MEAC/SWAC Challenge, the Braves will head back to SpinksCasem Stadium to face the Alabama State
University Hornets at 6 p.m. Sept. 10, on
ESPN3 and the Arkansas Pine Bluff Golden Lions Sept. 15 on ESPNU.
On Oct. 1, the Braves will travel to
Fayetteville, Ark., to compete against the
Arkansas Razorbacks of the Southeastern
Conference on the SEC Network.

The Braves’ television finale will be
featured on ESPN3 when they make their
way to Prairie View, Texas to challenge the
Prairie View A&M Panthers Nov. 5. The
times for these games are to be determined.
The Braves are one of eight SWAC institutions that will either be featured on
ABC, ESPN, ESPNU, ESPN3 or NBC
Sports Network. All games will be available in standard high definition. If the
Braves make their third consecutive trip
to the SWAC Championship in Houston,
Texas, their match against the SWAC West
representative will be shown on ESPNU
Dec. 3. The Air Force Reserve Celebration
Bowl will air at 11 a.m. Dec. 17, on ABC.
Tickets for the games are available at
www.ticketmaster.com.
For more information about purchasing
game tickets, contact the Alcorn State University Ticket Office at (601) 877-6818,
6823, 6822 or for automated information
at 6800.

Mississippi Link Newswire
The Jackson State women’s
basketball team has released the
names of the 2016-17 Lady Tiger
newcomers.
Head Coach Surina Dixon has
added five new names to the roster: Khadijah Moore, Jon’Nae Vermillion, Miyone Hill, Marneisha
Hamer and Jasmine Cowen.
Moore, a forward from Elkhart,
Ind., signed with JSU during the
early period. She joins the Lady
Tigers after playing two seasons at
Ancilla College. The former McDonald’s Michiana All-Star MVP
averaged 20.6 ppg, 7.5 rpg, and 2.2

apg.
Vermillion, forward from Sacramento, Calif., is a transfer from Mt.
San Antonio where she was named
Community College Athletic Association MVP and CCCAA Female
State Athlete of the month for her
incredible play. She averages 13.4
ppg, 7.4 rpg, and 2.0 apg.
Hill is a point guard from Memphis, Tenn. She played two seasons
at Holmes Community College
where she helped the Lady Bulldogs
reach back-to-back post-season
play. She was named to the Second
Team All-State and was chosen to
play in the MACJC All-Star Game.

While at HCC, Hill averaged 9.4
ppg, 3.7 rpg, and 5.4 apg.
Harmer will enter her freshman
season with Jackson State. The
6’0 forward graduated from Kirby
High School in Memphis. Because
of her effort, she was named KHS
MVP. Harmer averages 21.8 ppg,
12.5 rpg, 2.6 apg, and 2.5 bpg.
Cowen will enter her freshman
season with Jackson State. The 6’0
forward from Ramsye High School
was named one of the top Alabama
Hustlers. She also played with the
Alabama Aces in 2016. Cowen averages 7 ppg, 3 rpg, 1.1 apg, and
1.0 bpg.

GET YOUR CURRENT NEWS AND WATCH AP VIDEOS ONLINE AT:

www.mississippilink.com

WRTM-FM SMOOTH 100.5 FM, IS JACKSON’S URBAN RHYTHM AND BLUES
STATION PLAYING FAMILIAR FAVORITES FROM THE 70’S, 80’S AND 90’S. TUNE
IN TO HEAR JUST THE RIGHT MIX OF BLUES AND TODAY’S BIGGEST HITS.
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BOOK REVIEW:

“83 MINUTES: THE DOCTOR, THE
DAMAGE, AND THE SHOCKING
DEATH
OF
MICHAEL
JACKSON”
BY

MATT RICHARDS AND MARK LANGTHORNE
C.2016, THOMAS DUNNE BOOKS
$27.99 / HIGHER IN CANADA • 426 PAGES

By Terri Schlichenmeyer
Columnist
It doesn’t take very long.
An accident, a murder, a surprise can happen in an instant
that can seem like a lifetime. It
doesn’t take very long – or does
it? The odd thing about time is
that it’s shapeable, as you’ll see
in the new book “83 Minutes:
The Doctor, the Damage, and
the Shocking Death of Michael
Jackson” by Matt Richards and
Mark Langthorne.
On June 25, 2009, when the
911 call came into the Ronald
Reagan UCLA Medical Center
in Los Angeles, medical staff
had no idea they were in the
middle of pop culture history.
The emergency operator and the
paramedics he dispatched didn’t
know the identity of the man
they were asked to help, but they

learned soon enough that their
patient was Michael Jackson.
For Jackson, it had been a
long, rough road to that moment.
Throughout his life, he’d survived loneliness, physical abuse,
estrangement from family, accidents and scandals. Outwardly,
he was a survivor, driven, a perfectionist. Behind closed doors,
though, there was something
more sinister.
In the days following the making of a commercial in which
Jackson so famously received
scalp burns, he was understandably in pain. Doctors administered narcotics to alleviate his
suffering and, consequently,
Jackson became increasingly
dependent on drugs. Later, he
complained of insomnia, and he
visited several medical providers for more, different prescrip-

tions. He even asked for help
from the doctor his children had
been seeing for their allergies.
Dr. Conrad Murray was happy
to oblige.
Whether Murray was officially hired to be the personal physician for Jackson ’s come-back
tour is a matter of opinion but the
authors say that Murray needed
money, and assuming Jackson’s
care was his chosen method.
That included giving the singer
drugs which allowed Jackson to
sleep but which fueled his addiction. It didn’t take long before
Jackson needed more-powerful
drugs, which Murray procured
in large quantities.
And on June 25, 2009, one of
those drugs shook the world…
It’s rare for me to like a book
before I even get to the end of
page one, but that’s what hap-

Biblical tale speculates about
formative year in life of Christ child

The Young Messiah is a Biblical bildungsroman chronicling critical events which transpired during a momentous year in the life of the Christ child (Adam Greaves-Neal).
By Kam Williams
Columnist
The year 2015 was certainly a banner year for
Christian-oriented fare, with more than 30 faithbased films being released in theaters, and 2016
appears to be following suit, with Risen, The Lady
in the Van and The Witch among the offerings already featuring heavy religious overtones.
Directed by Cyrus Nowrasteh (The Stoning
of Soraya M.), The Young Messiah is a Biblical
bildungsroman chronicling critical events which
transpired during a momentous year in the life
of the Christ child (Adam Greaves-Neal). The
intriguing historical drama was adapted from
“Christ the Lord: Out of Egypt,” a best seller
by the legendary Anne Rice, the Grand Dame of
Gothic Fiction.
That debut foray into Christian-themed literature represented a big departure for Rice who nevertheless earned Beliefnet’s 2005 Book of the Year
for her opus based on the Gospels as well as on
theological scholarship. And now Nowrasteh has
brought a version of the story to the big screen
certain to capture the imagination of the target
churchgoing demographic.
After all, the New Testament reveals precious
little about Jesus’ formative years, and this ambitious project manages to flesh them out ever so
convincingly. As the film unfolds, we find Him

living in Alexandria and behaving like your typical 7 year-old while His parents, Mary (Sara Lazzaro) and Joseph (Vincent Walsh), struggle with
how to go about explaining the concept of God to
His own Son.
We also learn that they have been living in exile
because of King Herod’s (Jonathan Bailey) order
to his soldiers to massacre all the young boys of
Bethlehem. The maniacal despot was determined
to prevent the rumored Messiah from ever seizing the throne. Herod’s demise frees the family
to return home, although the obsessed centurion
Severus (Sean Bean) is still searching for Jesus
and sees a little King of the Jews lurking behind
every rock.
Meanwhile, Jesus goes about inadvertently
healing His sick uncle, curing a blind rabbi, and
raising both a bully and a bird back from the dead.
And He performs plenty of random acts of kindness, too.
But He remains desperate for an explanation of
these superpowers until Mary finally ‘fesses up
about everything from the Immaculate Conception to the Virgin Birth to His divine destiny. A
plausible, cinematic parable presuming to fill in
gaps in the Biblical narrative of the Lord’s early
life.
Kam Williams can be reached at kam_williams@hotmail.com.

Cryptogram

A cryptogram is a puzzle where a sentence is encoded by substituting the
actual letters of the sentence with different letters. The challenge of the
puzzle is to ‘decode’ the sentence to reveal the original English sentence.
We have provided a few of the decoded letters to help get you started.

Hint: Quote by Benjamin Franklin

© Feature Exchange

(For puzzle answer keys, see page 16)

pened with “83 Minutes.” This
is an easy book to dive into.
Starting with what became a
crime scene, authors Matt Richards and Mark Langthorne then
take us back 50 years to show
how Michael Jackson’s death
seemed to be decades in the
making. To rehash Jackson ’s
biography may seem redundant
– haven’t there been enough MJ
books? – but it’s actually a fas-

cinating scene-setter for the recreation of the dramatic events
of seven years ago.
Richards and Langthorne go
on to imagine what may have
happened, based on what’s
known. Was Michael Jackson
murdered – and if so, by whom?
Their hypotheses are intriguing,
especially in light of the aftermath of Jackson ’s death, his
will(s), and the legacy he left.

They say you’ll always remember where you were when
you hear of certain tragedies,
and “83 Minutes” takes you
there again. For fans, definitely,
as well as students of pop culture and true crime aficionados,
immersion in this book won’t
take long.
Terri Schlichenmeyer can be
reached at bookwormsez@yahoo.com.
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BET Awards full of Prince tributes,
political moments from entertainers

By Mesfin Fekadu
AP Music Writer
The BET Awards – or “The
Prince Tribute Show” – featured
emotional and energetic performances from Sheila E., Stevie
Wonder and Jennifer Hudson
honoring the Purple One, along
with political statements on issues ranging from racial injustice
to the U.S. presidential election.
Sheila E., jamming on the
drums and guitar, singing and
dancing without shoes, closed
the three-hour-plus show at the
Microsoft Theater in Los Angeles with “Let’s Work,” “A Love
Bizarre,” “The Glamorous Life,”
“America” and more. She was
joined by “Purple Rain” actor
Jerome Benton and Prince’s exwife, Mayte Garcia, who danced
alongside the background dancers throughout the set. They
ended by raising a purple guitar
in the air as the audience cheered
them on.
Hudson, rocking a white-hooded blazer, and Wonder, clad in a
purple suit, sang “Purple Rain” –
a month after the piano-playing
icon performed the song with
Madonna at the Billboard Music
Awards, which BET dissed on
Twitter. This time, Hudson was
a vocal powerhouse, delivering
screeching vocals while Wonder
played piano and Tori Kelly was

Grey’s Anatomy” actor Jesse Williams, who earned the humanitarian award for his efforts as an
activist, gave a nearly six-minute
speech that brought the audience
to its feet. PHOTO COURTESY OF BET
on guitar while a photo montage
of Prince appeared on the purplelit stage.
Janelle Monae was animated
and funky as she danced skillfully and ran through Prince tunes,
including “Kiss,” “Delirious”
and “I Would Die 4 U.”
Bilal was sensual and passionate during “The Beautiful
Ones,” even lying on the floor
while singing near the end of
the performance. The Roots
backed Bilal, and the band was
also behind Erykah Badu as she
performed “The Ballad of Doro-

thy Parker,” singing softly as she
grooved in place.
After singing an original song,
Maxwell went into “Nothing
Compares 2 U,” changing some
of the lyrics while honoring
Prince.
Though the BET Awards were
heavy on honoring the icon who
died on April 21, the show went
from Prince to political throughout the night.
“Grey’s Anatomy” actor Jesse
Williams, who earned the humanitarian award for his efforts
as an activist, gave a fiery, nearly
six-minute speech that brought
the audience to its feet and
earned a rousing applause.
“We’re done watching and
waiting while this invention
called whiteness uses and abuses
us, burying black people out of
sight and out of mind while extracting our culture, our dollars,
our entertainment like oil, black
gold, ghettoizing and demeaning
our creations then stealing them;
gentrifying our genius and trying us on like costumes before
discarding our bodies,” he said
onstage.
Williams was introduced by
BET CEO Debra Lee, who spoke
about gun violence and brought
up the recent Orlando shooting at
the Pulse nightclub.
“We all need to take a stance

against gun violence. You can
make a difference,” Lee said
onstage. “Use your voice and
vote.”
When “Empire” star Taraji P.
Henson won best actress, she
encouraged the audience to vote
against presumptive Republican
presidential nominee Donald
Trump.
“I’m really not political but
it’s serious out here, and for
those who think that, you know,
‘Oh he’s not going to win’ –think
again. So we really need to pull
together and turn this country
around,” she said.
Co-host Tracee Ellis Ross
said she was supporting Hillary
Clinton and reminded viewers
several times to “get yourself
registered!”
Clinton has a past with BET:
She appeared at BET’s “Black
Girls Rock!” event in April and
told the audience “my life has
been changed by strong black
women leaders.
The BET Awards wasn’t all
serious, though. Beyonce kicked
off the show with a surprise performance featuring Kendrick
Lamar and multiple background
dancers of her song “Freedom,”
dancing in a pool of water to the
song’s heavy beat. At one point,
Lamar and Beyonce kicked the
water and danced in sync, draw-

ing a heavy applause from the
audience.
Beyonce won video of the
year and the fan-voted viewers’
choice award for her hit “Formation.” Her mother, Tina, accepted the awards and said Beyonce had to leave the show after
her performance for a concert in
London.
“I want to thank, first of all,
her husband and her daughter,”
Tina said onstage.
Alicia Keys slowed things
down with a performance of “In
Common.” Fat Joe, Remy Ma
and French Montana were energetic during “All the Way Up”
and Desiigner was excited as he
rapped “Panda” onstage and in
the middle of the aisles, as most
of the audience nodded and sang
along.
Beyonce’s mentees, the duo
Chloe x Halle, earned a standing
ovation after they sang impressively and played instruments.
Rising newcomer Bryson Tiller also performed. In a surprise
win, the singer won best male
R&B/pop artist, besting Chris
Brown, The Weeknd, Tyrese and
Jeremih. Tiller also won best
new artist.
“Thank God, thank my mommy, thank my granny. This is my
first award ever,” Tiller said, who
was also nominated for video of

the year.
Drake, who didn’t attend the
show though he was the top contender with nine nominations,
won best male hip hop artist and
best group with rapper-singerproducer Future.
Samuel L. Jackson received
the lifetime achievement award
and was introduced by Spike
Lee. Jackson ended his speech
by offering praise to Williams,
calling him “the closest thing
I’ve heard to a 1960s activist.”
“That brother is right and he’s
true, and when you hear what
he said, make sure you vote and
you take eight more people with
you to vote, OK?” Jackson said.
“Don’t get tricked like they got
tricked in London!”
Prince wasn’t the only icon
honored Sunday – Muhammad
Ali was remembered by his
daughter and Jamie Foxx.
“To me and my eight sisters
and brothers, he was just dad,”
Laila Ali said onstage. “My father once said, ‘If people loved
each other as much as they loved
me, it would be a better world.’”
Foxx said Ali “stood up at a
time when no one was standing
up. So it’s definitely more than
boxing, more than entertainment.”
Ali died June 3 after a long
battle with Parkinson’s disease.

Suge Knight sues Chris Brown over club shooting

By Anthony Mccartney
AP Entertainment Writer
LOS ANGELES – Former
rap music mogul Marion “Suge”
Knight sued Chris Brown and the
owners of a popular nightclub on
Monday after he was shot seven
times at a 2014 party hosted by
the R&B singer.
The lawsuit filed in Los Angeles Superior Court accuses
Brown and the West Hollywood
nightclub 1 Oak of failing to have
adequate security and allowing at
least one armed person into the
venue during the party.
Knight survived gunshot
wounds to the abdomen, chest

and left forearm.
The Death
Row Records
co-founder
has
cited
complications
from
those
injuries, inKnight
cluding a blood clot, in court appearances on an unrelated murder
charge.
His attorneys say Knight’s fear
months after the shooting led him
to flee when he was attacked in
his car, running down two men
and killing one. Knight, who is
a two-time convicted felon, is in

jail awaiting trial.
The lawsuit does not state how
much money Knight is seeking,
but it asks for a judgment ordering the defendants to pay past and
future medical expenses for his
injuries.
An email sent to Brown’s attorney, Mark Geragos, was not
immediately returned Monday. 1
Oak’s owners declined comment.
The club also has venues in New
York, Las Vegas and Mexico City.
The lawsuit contends 1 Oak
should have taken special security precautions because events
hosted by Brown have a history
of violence.

Brown has completed probation in a 2009 felony assault case
in which he attacked singer Rihanna, his then-girlfriend. He has
not been implicated in the August
2014 shooting, and no arrests
have been made.
“As a result of the negligence
of the defendants, one or more
unknown individuals were allowed access to the event with
weapons, including firearms,” the
lawsuit says. “As a foreseeable
result, gunshots were fired by
those admitted into the event and
(Knight) was shot and seriously
injured.”
Singer Pia Mia, who co-hosted

the party, is also named as a defendant.
Knight also was shot and
wounded at a 2005 party hosted
by Kanye West in Miami Beach.
He sued the rapper, blaming him
for lax security, but a judge ruled
in West’s favor after concluding
there was no evidence a shooting
was foreseeable.
Knight has a string of legal
problems dating back more than
20 years and was charged in two
separate cases soon after the 2014
shooting.
The 51-year-old and comedian
Katt Williams were accused of
stealing a celebrity photogra-

pher’s camera in Beverly Hills
within days of the shooting. Both
men have pleaded not guilty to
robbery charges.
Months later, Knight was
charged with running over two
men with his pickup truck outside a Compton burger stand,
killing one and seriously injuring
the other. Knight’s attorneys have
said he was fleeing armed attackers in the January 2015 collision.
Knight was a key player in
the gangster rap scene that flourished in the 1990s and has been
kept under tight security since he
turned himself in to authorities
after the deadly collision.
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piggly wiggly
June 29 - July 5, 2016

110 East Academy
CANTON, MS
1150 East Peace St.
CANTON, MS

STORE HOURS:
Monday - Saturday / 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

FAMILY PACK

STORE HOURS:
Monday - Saturday / 7 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.

SIMMONS MISSISSIPPI

GROUND
BEEF
$ 25

2

19

BONELESS
RIBEYE STEAK

3

1

$

PER LB.

PER LB.

SAVE ON

FRYER
LEG QUARTERS

10

$ 75
FRESH WHOLE

BOSTON BUTT
PORK ROAST
$ 59

4 LB. BOX

USDA CHOICE BEEF

14 OZ.

FRESH

CATFISH
FILLETS
$
99

PER LB.

SMOKED
SAUSAGE

5

10 LB. BAG

99

$ 00

PREVIOUSLY FROZEN

2

16 OZ.

$ 75

$ 00

$ 00

SAVE ON

FAMILY SIZE

2

ASSORTED FLAVORS

BLUE BELL
ICE CREAM

BLUE PLATE
MAYONNAISE

$ 75

$ 99

2

4

30 OZ. JAR

HALF GAL. ROUND

5

2

$ 00

14.72 - 16 OZ. CUP

3 $

/4

SELECT FRESH FROZEN

OLD FASHIONED OR 3 COLOR, FRESH EXPRESS

COLE SLAW

/ 1 85

WHITE / YELLOW / BI-COLOR EACH

1

00

2$
SOUR CREAM
........................

2

CORN

TROPICANA
$
PUNCH
......................................
DAISY

PER LB.

FRESH SWEET IN HUSK

2

$ 99

SAVE ON

59 OZ.

$ 00
$ 99

16 OZ. PKG. ................................

9.8 - 10.3 OZ.

$ 00

WATERMELONS

PARTY................................
DIPS

LAY'S
BAR CHEESE
POTATO CHIPS

SEEDLESS GRAPES

LARGE SWEET MISSISSIPPI

DEAN'S

/5
2$
/3

PIGGLY WIGGLY

PEACHES

1

2$

PILLSBURY
2$
COOKIE
DOUGH
......................................
16 OZ. CUP

FRESH WHITE OR RED

PER LB.

EACH

PER LB.

FRESH PRODUCE
SWEET GEORGIA

SWEET TEA
READY TO BACK

FRESH
PORK STEAKS

1

/5

RED DIAMOND

FAMILY PACK

SMALL PORK
SPARE RIBS
SOLD IN 2 PACK, PER LB.

DAIRY & FROZEN
DEPARTMENTS

GALLON JUG ..........................................

BONELESS
PORK LOIN
PER LB.

1574 West Government Blvd.
BRANDON, MS
Crossgates Shopping
Village

No Cards Needed To
Shop Our Low Prices

the price you see is the price
you pay at the register.
www.pigglywigglyms.com

COUNTRY PLEASIN

225 Meadowbrook Rd.
JACKSON, MS
2875 McDowell Rd.
JACKSON, MS

14 OZ. PKG.

¢

ASSORTED
2$
VEGETABLES
.................................
24 - 28 OZ.

SELECT FROZEN

/4
5

$
EDWARD
PIES
...............................
25.5 - 36 OZ.

ASSORTED TOPPINGS

99

/5

4$
TOTINO'
S
PIZZAS
...............................
9.8 - 10.9 OZ.

